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Senior writer Kevin Van Valkenburg 
on learning from Kirk Cousins 

One of the things that makes 

Cousins’ story relatable to me is 

that no matter what line of work 

we choose, so many of us have  

a moment when we want to 

change someone’s perception  

of us. How do we overcome a dismissive first 

impression? The best way is through hard work.  

At one point during our interview, Cousins said to 

me, “Thanks for doing your research on me,” and 

he was completely sincere. It was the best 

possible compliment from someone obsessed 

with details. If you put in the work, people will 

appreciate you eventually. MORE ON PAGE 64
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Contributing writer Carvell Wallace 
on feeling the Spartans hoops spirit

Sitting at a Bible study with a 

bunch of earnest MSU students,  

I kinda felt like a bizarro version of 

Steve Buscemi’s “How do you do, 

fellow kids?” meme. Aware that  

I couldn’t just lay inconspicuous,  

I did the next-best thing: participate earnestly, 

talking about what I understood of faith, hardship 

and life. And by the end, I felt kind of warm and 

fuzzy. So what began as awkward self-conscious-

ness turned into feelings of belonging and love. 

But that’s how it works. All these kids already knew 

that. It was the old man who needed reminding. 

MORE ON PAGE 11

Senior writer Mina Kimes on  
Tyrod Taylor’s secret talent

I met Tyrod for the first time in 

Norfolk, Virginia. I was in town 

shooting an E:60 segment during 

Kam Chancellor’s charity 

basketball event. Tyrod was also 

there, so I interviewed both  

of them. I asked Kam about playing with Tyrod  

at Virginia Tech and learned that the two of them 

were actually roommates for a year in college. 

Tyrod is pretty shy, so I was delighted when Kam 

told me that his old teammate loves dancing— 

apparently he can pop and lock—and that he  

used to come home sometimes and catch him 

practicing moves in their house. MORE ON PAGE 74

Senior writer Tom Junod on staying fluid while writing his cover story on the Patriots QB: 

It is easy to be skeptical about Tom Brady’s book. But perhaps he is more convincing than either  

I or my co-author Seth Wickersham would like to admit: After finishing The TB12 Method, we both 

started drinking so much more water that when we finally had a chance to ask Brady questions, 

we wanted to know how a man who drinks at least two gallons of water a day can still claim to 

sleep nine hours a night, given the insistence of nature’s calls. “Whatever lifestyle changes you 

may make comes with a bit of an adjustment period,” he counseled. Thus assured, we go on 

hydrating, wondering only why we ever doubted Tom Brady in the first place. MORE ON PAGE 48

Tom Brady’s Water World
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T H E  N U M B E R S

The Ultimate Fantasy Force Nope, it’s not Todd Gurley  
or  Carson Wentz or even Antonio Brown. It’s our old 

friend regression to the mean. Here’s how to harness it.     

B Y 
P E T E R  
K E AT I N G

t’s peak autumn, deep enough into the NFL calendar to assess surprise 

seasons, terrific or terrible, and to predict second-half breakouts and 

declines that’ll leave you the champ of your fantasy league. The secret 

to your forthcoming success? Our old friend regression to the mean.

Regression to the mean is the tendency for any extreme result to move closer to average 

when repeated over time. It’s the undertow that pulls results into bell curves across sports 

(and the rest of the universe). It explains the Madden Curse and why it’s harder to hit .400 

for a month than for a week. 

It’s human nature for just about everyone to seek some deeper explanation for the blips 

and quirks we see before regression to the mean has a chance to take effect. In 2016, Brandon 

Graham pressured opposing quarterbacks more often than any NFL player other than Khalil 

Mack or Olivier Vernon, according to Pro Football Focus. Yet fans, media types and Graham 

himself harped on the fact that he had just 5½ sacks, to the point that he said the Eagles’ 

production was off because “the pressure kind of got to us.” In reality, it was probably just bad 

luck. Getting near QBs eventually turns into sacking QBs, and Graham already has done that 

four times this year (through Week 7).

So here’s a smart way to become a better fan and fantasy league owner: Find players whose 

bottom-line performance is out of whack with a broad sample of their underlying statistics 

and you’ll see who is primed to improve or decline toward the mean. For example, actual in-

terceptions are just a portion of the throws quarterbacks make that travel close enough to 

defenders to get picked off. Others sail off, get batted away or are dropped. In 2016, starters 

threw 373 INTs and 504 near-INTs, according to KC Joyner, aka the Football Scientist. It turns 

out that Philip Rivers, who led the league in picks, was very unfortunate: Opponents nabbed 

21, or 58 percent, of his 36 interceptable passes, versus the league average of 43 percent. 

Meanwhile, Cam Newton threw 40 balls within range of opponents, but they hauled in just 

14 picks (35 percent). Rivers’ INT rate didn’t reflect true decline and has fallen back from 3.6 

percent last year to 2.0 percent this year—just as Newton’s, which has bounced from 2.7 per-

cent to 4.3 percent in 2017, didn’t indicate significant improvement in his decision-making.

When it comes to running backs, yards before contact per rush correlates well with runs 

of 10 or more yards—the kind of first-down-making, backbreaking plays that change games. 

The only issue is that it can take awhile for those opportunities to 

turn into results. For instance, Leonard Fournette is running for an 

excellent average of 2.84 yards before he gets touched. And when 

he gets through a big hole, he’s explosive, averaging a league-best 

24.6 yards per carry on rushes of 10 or more yards. But he’s breaking 

those 10-plus-yard runs on just 9.2 percent of carries, which ranks 

34th in the NFL. Sooner or later, expect that number to rise. On the 

other hand, Melvin Gordon is rushing for just 1.73 yards before 

contact per carry, more than a yard less than Fournette, but some-

how he has big runs on 14.5 percent of his carries. That’s an unstable 

combination going the other way.

With wide receivers, the percentage of throws converted into 

catches should track the receivers’ yards per target (the deeper QBs 

have to aim, the less accurate they tend to be) and drop percentage 

(a measure of sure-handedness). But so far in 2017, although Jeremy 

Kerley has run routes of average distance (8.4 air yards per target), 

he has caught a whopping 87.5 percent of the passes thrown his way 

(21 of 24) with zero drops. Meanwhile, Dez Bryant goes longer (11 air 

yards per target), but that doesn’t explain how he has caught just 

48.3 percent of passes targeted at him (28 of 58). Regression to the 

mean says these guys are headed in opposite directions. Dez might 

have a monster second half. (To show you regression to the mean’s 

predictive power, Amari Cooper, who caught just half his opportuni-

ties through Week 6, was a breakout candidate before his 210-yard 

performance against Kansas City on Oct. 19.)

Finally, who is the negative image of Graham, a defender who had 

relatively few QB pressures but lucked into a bunch of sacks in 2016? 

Atlanta’s Vic Beasley. Sell high if you can.

Come the holidays, if you don’t thank me when hoisting your  

fantasy league trophy,  spare a few words for regression to the mean.
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V O I C E S

Just Part of the Game When scandals in college hoops are 
as common as questionable fouls, it’s hard to stay  

outraged—and easy to see the allure of breaking the rules.

B Y 
J A N E 
C O A S T O N

n Sept. 26, federal prosecutors announced corruption charges against 

four NCAA assistant basketball coaches, the fruits of an FBI “pay for play” 

investigation that also ultimately resulted in Rick Pitino’s firing at Lou-

isville. It was an unparalleled three-year probe, yet somehow it felt as if we’ve been here before.

Since CCNY players shaved points in the early 1950s, the game has experienced a glut of 

misconduct that has ranged from the embarrassing (see: the 2009 extortion case that ensnared 

Pitino) to the criminal (the two Arizona State basketball players who pleaded guilty in 1997 to 

throwing four regular-season games). The first school to receive the “death penalty” from the 

NCAA was not the famously corrupt SMU football teams of the 1980s but Kentucky’s basketball 

team in 1952-53, after three players were enmeshed in a point-shaving scheme of their own. 

Southwestern Louisiana canceled two seasons in the mid-’70s after the NCAA found more than 

120 violations—including an assistant coach forging a high school principal’s signature on a 

recruit’s transcript. Michigan basketball lost banners, NCAA tournament eligibility and dozens 

of wins from the 1990s because of a booster who paid players thousands of dollars. 

These scandals are as much a part of the game as questionable fouls or buzzer beaters. In 

fact, impropriety in college basketball isn’t a fault in the fabric of the game but a thread, and 

fans are reacting accordingly. It’s hard to get outraged.  

The increasing impropriety is in part a result of an expansive media landscape. “With the 

explosion of social media, it’s a matter of time before people are able to pry into your per-

sonal life,” says Jay Williams, a former Duke standout-turned-ESPN commentator. “All this 

stuff is just being brought to light because of the amount of eyeballs associated with it.”

That’s true, and college basketball is also a business—an extremely profitable business. 

Teams such as Kentucky, Kansas and, yes, Louisville bring in tens of millions of dollars to 

their universities and offer mass exposure for sponsors such as Nike, Under Armour and 

Adidas, as well as for local corporations that sit close to arenas and cater to basketball fans. 

That means that in some cities, the five players on the basketball court are among the most 

fiscally critical, even if they see none of the profits. Louisville basketball, for example, 

brought in more than $45 million in total revenue in 2015, nearly double what the program 

made in 2008.

“There is a dark side to business that sometimes people do not want to see,” Williams says. 

“When a kid is proclaimed to be the next truth coming out [of high 

school], there are going to be people that throw money at this kid.” 

As Williams’ coach at Duke, Mike Krzyzewski, told reporters in Oc-

tober, “Before these kids ever come to us, we are not the only ones 

recruiting these youngsters.”

That’s why college hoops coaches are often college hoops cynics. 

Many programs see the underground economy of college basketball 

as a thoroughfare to the success that can vault a school into the up-

per echelons of the sport, with little regard for the potential conse-

quences. Because often, there are none. Take, for example, North 

Carolina, which just avoided major sanctions after a wide-ranging 

academic fraud investigation that began in 2010.

But what’s galling isn’t just that the scandals continue to occur. 

It’s that we as fans are all too quick to look the other way. Part of that 

is the “college” in college basketball—the connection we have to the 

institutions, whether we’re alumni, neighbors or just fans of the 

mascots. So even if rules are flouted at the school we support, we’ll 

continue to buy jerseys and season tickets and go to the bars and 

restaurants near the arena after games because of that sense of com-

munity and loyalty. North Carolina remained fourth in national 

attendance every year of its seven-year investigation. 

And, of course, winning trumps all. A scandal might take down a 

banner or force a season to be vacated, but no NCAA investigation 

can erase the memory of a title run or a championship. Pitino might 

have lost a job at Louisville, but he can never lose his string of success 

in the hearts and minds of Cardinals fans who witnessed it.

“We don’t have a good model,” Krzyzewski said about the state of 

the game and the scandals it invites. He was reacting to recent 

events, but it’s an ageless refrain, one that equally applies to college 

basketball’s past and, inevitably, to its future.
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The Spirit of Miles Bridges
The sophomore star returned to Michigan State—shocking both his coach and  

his mom—to pursue a calling that perhaps only he and his teammates can appreciate.   
BY  C A RV E L L  WA L L AC E

COLLEGE 
BASKETBALL 

PREVIEW
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purpose? Maybe. All I’ve heard since I got to campus 

is how kind Miles Bridges is. How unfailingly polite. 

How humble. Maybe the reporter in me wants to test 

the veracity of these claims. He is without doubt the 

biggest and most important athletic figure in this 

room and possibly on this campus. He was a pro-

jected NBA lottery pick after just one statistically 

dominant season. His crossovers made national 

highlights. His 3s put daggers in his opponents’ 

hearts. And yet he stayed in East Lansing. Tonight, 

he has every reason to flex a little in this dorm room 

filled with wide-eyed young Christians and team-

mates; every reason to say calmly but with great 

authority, “Hey man, you took my seat.” Maybe I 

want to see if he will. 

He does not. Instead, once I sit down, he seems to 

quietly appraise the situation before wandering over 

to the kitchen area of the same big room. The stu-

dents, about 15 in all, already occupy every available 

space. So Miles folds his 6 feet 7 inches onto the cold 

kitchen floor, leans his back against the stove and 

extends his long legs in front of him. In this way, he 

sits quietly for nearly 90 minutes listening to his 

teammates read and talk about Scripture. 

Senior point guard Lourawls “Tum Tum” Nairn 

Jr. is the de facto leader of both the team and this 

Bible study. He is a compact young man, tightly 

wound and seemingly constructed entirely of mus-

cle. He has boundless energy and enthusiasm, with 

kind eyes and a handshake and a joke for literally 

everyone who works in Michigan State athletics. 

Sophomore combo guard Josh Langford functions 

as something of the straight man of the group. I 

would deem him Most Likely to Call Every Adult Sir 

or Ma’am. Arriving late to the study is 6-foot-8 big 

man Xavier Tillman. Though only a freshman, Till-

man is so firmly accepted by this group that the 

study won’t begin without him. When Tillman does 

arrive, he carries his reason for being late: his infant 

daughter, whom he holds and dotes on for the 

I find myself, unexpectedly, 
at an informal Bible study 
in a nondescript Michigan 
State dorm room. I squeeze 
onto a couch beside two  
or three earnest-looking 
college kids. I think the  
spot I’ve claimed may have 
actually belonged to 
Spartans star sophomore 
forward Miles Bridges. 
There was this awkward 
thing that happened when 
I first arrived: I picked the 
seat out, plugged in my 
rapidly dying phone near 
it, then went to get some 
water. • In my absence, 
Bridges came to the spot 
on the couch, hovered over 
it, appeared ready to snag 
it, but then he got pulled 
away. And so I slipped back 
in. From his point of view, 
was it reasonable to suspect 
I just straight up took his 
seat? Yes. Did I do it on

self, unexpectedly,
al Bible study

pt Michigan
m. I squeeze

beside two
rnest-looking

ids. I think the
ve claimed may have

ually belonged to
partans star sophomore

forward Miles Bridges
There was this awkw
thing that happen
I first arrived: I
seat out, plug
rapidly dyin
it, then w
water
Brid
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majority of the evening.

The night’s topics range from having a relation-

ship with God to reconciling shaken faith to the easy 

lure of temptations. These kids are wrestling, in their 

own earnest way, with the deepest spiritual ques-

tions they can think of. And sitting on the floor is one 

of the top-ranked basketball players in the country. 

At the end, we are asked to share what part of the 

night had the biggest impact on us. When Bridges’ 

turn comes, he seems lost in thought. 

“I’m just still thinking about the question of what 

is your life’s purpose.”

“I MEAN, HE’S just a different kid,” Michigan State 

coach Tom Izzo tells me. “Zero ego. He’s kind of a 

throwback.” 

Izzo has sat me down in an athletic center confer-

ence room on one of those mild late-summer  

Midwestern mornings, pillowy clouds expanding 

seemingly forever outside the windows. He is now 

leaning back to tell me, in his own yarn-spinning way, 

the story of how Miles Bridges made The Decision. 

In his freshman season, Bridges averaged 16.9 

points—the highest for a freshman at the school 

since Magic Johnson—and 8.3 rebounds a game. 

NBA scouts spent much of the season salivating over 

his guard/forward hybrid game, one that merges 

size and athleticism with an appetite for perimeter 

play, ballhandling and shooting. He entered Michi-

gan State as the eighth-best recruit in the country, 

according to the ESPN 100. He was projected by 

some to go as high as 12th in the 2017 NBA draft. 

Millions of dollars were lying in wait for the kid. He 

was a one-and-done if ever there was one. And ev-

erybody wants to be in the NBA, right? 

So. Why did he come back?

Like the rest of us, Izzo assumed Bridges would 

leave. In January, he was even making jokes about it. 

“So freshmen carry the bags,” Izzo begins. “Every-

body piles on Miles because he’s the star … and I said, 

‘Hey, Miles, want to know what the bad news is for 

you? Next year you’re going to get screwed because 

you’re going to be carrying someone else’s bags [in 

the NBA].’ I start laughing, and he just looks at me 

and doesn’t say nothing. So a couple of weeks later, 

I said something similar. And he just says, ‘Coach, 

why you always trying to get rid of me?’ And honest 

to god that was the first time I said, ‘What is he do-

ing?’ It had never even occurred to me.”

As the year wore on, Izzo remained so unequivo-

Bond of brothers: Bridges (far 

left), Lourawls Nairn Jr. and 

Josh Langford are in lockstep 

on and off the court.

cally in denial about the potential of a Miles Bridg-

es sophomore season that before the first game of 

the NCAA tournament, he huddled with Bridges 

and former Spartan Draymond Green to discuss the 

protocol of a potential postgame “I’m going pro” an-

nouncement, should the Spartans have been elimi-

nated. Bridges said nothing, according to Izzo, but 

“looked at both of us like we were drunk.” 

It wasn’t until the season was over—Michigan 

State fell to Kansas in the second round—that 

Bridges began to open up to his coach about his 

trepidations.

“I asked Miles, ‘Why do you want to stay?’ His first 

answer was, ‘I want to get to a Final Four and I want 

to try to win a national championship,’” Izzo says. 

This was not good enough for Izzo. Only a year 

earlier, a Spartans team that featured current Bulls 

guard Denzel Valentine dominated the regular sea-

son, was a heavily favored 2-seed in the NCAA tour-

nament and then shot 56 percent from the field and 

46 percent from 3 in its opening game. But Middle 

Tennessee, its opponent, shot 56 percent from the 

field and 58 percent from 3. Michigan State lost. 

There are no guarantees.

“I love you for it,” Izzo recalls telling his star play-

er, “but I can’t have you stay for that because getting 

to a Final Four is a 5 percent chance if you’re really 

good.” He pushed Bridges to think harder. 

A week later, Bridges returned to his coach to ex-

plain that he wanted to be national player of the 

year. He wanted a Wooden Award. This too was 

laudable, Izzo told him, but in a college landscape 

this crowded, it was also not a guarantee. 

Still another week passed, and Izzo was driving 

the campus with Bridges one night. Bridges’ moth-

er had learned her son was hedging on going pro and 

asked the coach to speak with him. Izzo found him-

self in the unusual position of trying to talk a star 

out of playing for him. “I asked him, ‘Are you getting 

sick of me yet?’” Izzo recalls. “He said, ‘Yeah.’” 

Izzo was not the first person Bridges ultimately 

told. That honor went to Tum Tum and Josh. Though 

both are purposefully vague about when, exactly, 

Miles confided in them that he was leaning toward 

staying, they both tell me it was “very, very early.” 

These are the people Miles spends most of his 

time with. They live together, they play together, 

they pray together. 

In a sense, Michigan State basketball is an island 

for Bridges. Even before Louisville coach Rick Pi-

tino was fired following an FBI investigation that 

uncovered a massive alleged cash-funneling 

scheme across Division I schools, the business of 

NCAA basketball was far removed from a bunch of 

college kids eating tortilla chips in a dorm room and 

FORWARD

BRIDGES WAS FIFTH AMONG BIG TEN PLAYERS IN …

BRIDGES’ PLAYER EFFICIENCY RATING

Jayson Tatum had a 22.0 PER and De’Aaron Fox a 22.6 
PER as freshmen. Dennis Smith was also at 23.1.  

All were top-10 draft picks.

16.6  

PPG

8.3  

RPG

.563    
    EFG%
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discussing how best to serve God. There was the 

North Carolina academics scandal, the Tulane 

point-shaving scandal, O’Bannon vs. the NCAA. All 

this in a sport that generates billions but does not 

pay the players. 

But what lies on the other side? 

This is what Bridges wondered when he talked to 

Magic Johnson, Steve Smith, Draymond Green. 

The MSU alums told him the truth of NBA life. You 

get a lot of money. But it is a job. The pressure is on 

you. Guys, even good ones, get drafted, cash nice 

checks and still find themselves scraping away in 

the G League, hustling in second-tier towns in front 

of small crowds, sometimes for years. Tyler Ennis. 

James Young. Jordan Adams. P.J. Hairston. All of 

these men were the Miles Bridges of their respective 

high schools or colleges. And now they were scram-

bling to latch on to or stay with an NBA roster. 

This turned out to be the final reason Bridges gave 

Izzo for wanting to stay. He knew success in college 

wasn’t guaranteed. But he knew success in the NBA 

was even harder to come by. 

And at least in college, he is not alone. 

THE BRIDGES HOME in Flint, Michigan, is humble and 

welcoming. When I arrive, Cynthia Bridges, tall, 

with a gentle voice and a deliberate way of speaking, 

chides me for not parking in the driveway. She in-

vites me in and offers a water from the 3-foot-high 

stack of bottles common in kitchens in Flint. She 

and her daughter, Tara, nine years Miles’ senior, are 

happy to tell me stories about Miles’ childhood. 

There was the way he used to wake up and play 

basketball in the driveway at 8 a.m., so early a neigh-

bor had to ask Cynthia if she could do something 

about it. There was the way he used to rouse Tara out 

of bed to play one-on-one before breakfast. And 

when she would beat him, he would keep demand-

ing more games. Eventually she had to physically 

pick him up and remove him from the court. 

And, of course, there was the time he was one of 

the most talented players in the country, and instead 

of going pro and being able to help out the family 

that helped him all those years, he decided to spend 

another year playing basketball for free. 

Cynthia comes across as bewildered as anyone 

when she tries to explain why her son made this de-

cision. “He said God,” she tells me. “You know, he 

prayed, and God told him.” Even after he had broken 

the news to her, she found herself telling reporters 

he was undecided. She was hoping he would change 

his mind. “‘There’s things I want to accomplish at 

MSU,’” Cynthia remembers her son saying. “‘I want 

to win a championship.’ I said you can win a cham-

pionship and get money. What does he tell me? He 

says, ‘Money is the root of all evil.’” 

It is the permanent curse of parents that their 

adult children will make choices that vex them to 

no end. Some get unfortunate tattoos, some take 

questionable spouses, some forgo their education 

to live on organic communes outside of Portland. 

For Cynthia, the situation is similar. Only exactly 

the opposite. 

“I worked hard to get his shoes. All those sacri-

fices and he’s like, ‘You’ll be all right.’” She shakes her 

head. “I’m happy the way he is. It was just a shock.”

When Cynthia leaves the room for a moment, I 

take the opportunity to ask Tara what she really 

thinks about her little brother’s decision. “I like it,” 

FORWARD

“MILES TELLS  
ME HE LOVES ME 
EVERY DAY. 
EVERY DAY. 
I’M NOT 
EXAGGERATING.”
LOURAWLS NAIRN JR. ON HIS 
BROTHERHOOD WITH BRIDGES

AL GOLDIS/AP PHOTO
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10,509 votes as of Oct. 24

Her son may at times vex her,  
but Cynthia Bridges is also quick  
to say, “I’m happy the way he is.”
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and Tum. They told him he could not get the game 

back. They told him they loved him. He told himself 

to believe that even at his lowest point, God could 

bring him to his highest.

The next game he scored 21 points in the first half. 

The other thing Bridges and I find ourselves talk-

ing about is purpose. It’s been on his mind since 

Bible study. “I feel like my purpose is to use basket-

ball as a platform to help people get closer to God,” 

he says. “I feel like I could reach a lot of people once 

I get to the NBA.” 

The cynic in me feels the need to protect him from 

disappointment. I gently point out that the NBA as 

I’ve seen it is not a place that is particularly religious. 

“I’m not religious,” he points out quickly, and 

perhaps a little defensively. “I just have a great re-

lationship. It’s not about religion; it’s about the 

relationship. The relationship that you have with 

God. Everybody in the NBA knows about God. 

They just feel like if they express it then they 

wouldn’t get cool points from that.”

After that we sit in silence for a long while. I want 

to see if he breaks it. He does not. So I ask him if he 

has any questions for me. He does. 

“How are you able to speak so well?” 

IF YOU REALLY want to know why Miles Bridges de-

clined the NBA, you have to sit in a room with Tum, 

Josh and Xavier and ask them to tell you stories. 

They have just come from a long practice, but I 

ask each to share a story that to them is the quintes-

sential Miles Bridges story. They light up. Tum 

starts: “Him and Josh, I feel like we came out of the 

same womb. That’s how close we are.” There is much 

laughter and head-shaking. “If I tell you the actual 

stuff that happened to us,” Josh tells me cryptically, 

“you’re not going to believe it.” 

Tum offers a more believable story instead. One 

night they’re in the dorm room “talking about the 

things of God,” he explains. It is early in the season, 

and the three of them are just getting to know one 

another. Here is Tum Tum, the stalwart hustle point 

guard, sitting with two McDonald’s All American 

recruits. He’s feeling them out. Will they be filled to 

the brim on their own press clippings? Things get 

deep as the conversation continues into the night. 

Tum looks over at Miles. 

“He was crying,” Tum recalls. “Like, he just 

couldn’t stop crying.” 

A blue-chip recruit, a kid known for thunderous 

dunks, sitting in a dorm room feeling the spirit so 

deeply that it moved him to tears. Tum took notice: 

“I saw that and was like, ‘There’s something about 

him that makes him different.’ It’s that he under-

stands that he is a spirit.”

BRIDGES OVER THE RIVERWALK’S KAWHI 
Is Miles Bridges ready to go pro? Here’s how his freshman  

season stacks up against those of some top NBA swingmen,  
including a certain San Antonio superstar. 
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MICHIGAN STATE
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I want to talk to Bridges about how great he is, 

what wonderful things are ahead for him, but it is 

not long before he’s telling me about last November’s 

game against Kentucky at Madison Square Garden, 

the second game of his college career.  

“I wanted to prove to them that I was better than 

any player they had on their team,” he tells me, reliv-

ing it. “And that I made out-of-the-ordinary plays, 

shot out-of-the-ordinary shots.”  

Carmelo Anthony was at that game. John Wall. It 

was the biggest stage he had played on. And his worst 

game: six points on 2-for-11 shooting, with nine turn-

overs. Bridges says he is not a crier. But that night he 

cried. He told the team the loss was his fault. 

Afterward he talked late into the night with Josh 

WIGGINS

17.1

LEONARD

12.7

GREEN

3.3

BRIDGES

16.9

48.6  55.6 45.5 44.8FG%

she confides. “I was excited because I’m not ready 

for that lifestyle, just as much as he’s not.”

I FINALLY SIT down with Bridges himself in the film 

room of the athletic complex on campus, and the 

truth is he doesn’t have much to say. He is clearly 

uncomfortable talking about himself. Nonetheless 

he is unfailingly polite and good-natured. He tells 

me what everyone else has told me. He has personal 

goals. He wants to win a championship. He wants 

to be really, really ready for the NBA. He has faith. 

Since we are meeting directly after practice and 

workouts, a team assistant has procured him a 

chicken sandwich from his favorite place. He thanks 

the guy no fewer than three separate times. 
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I’m sure that didn’t happen. But you have to un-

derstand: To be in that room? At that moment? It 

feels like it did. 

These boys are holding something special. Some-

thing fragile and beautiful. They are holding it in 

their arms the way Xavier holds his daughter and, 

OK, sure, the way Mary held the baby Jesus. And the 

one thing they seem to know better than almost any-

one else, better than parents, coaches or even jour-

nalists, is how to stop and look at it. How to smile at 

it. How to let its beauty and innocence affect every 

cell in their bodies. One thing they know better than 

all of us is how to truly appreciate it. 

Josh’s story is a little different. 

“One day, me, Tum and Miles—nobody in the 

gym. Coaches were gone and we’re just going to play 

one-on-one. It was our first time ever playing against 

each other. Summer. Wasn’t nobody there. And I 

knew Miles was good, but he won like four games 

straight. I’m like, ‘I got to step it up.’”

It feels to Josh like they played all day. Miles 

would win a game. Tum would win one. Josh would 

win one. Afternoon turns to evening. But just like 

Miles used to do with his sister when he was a little 

kid, he keeps pushing them. He’d win one game, 

then say he needed to win two. He’d win two, say he 

needed to win four. Evening becomes night. 

Miles is not a big trash-talker, they tell me, but 

that day he was on fire. “We were talking to each 

other like we just seen each other on the street,” Tum 

tells me, “and he started it!” 

It’s the day they came to actually know one an-

other, to bond. Three boys who made their way 

through the ceaseless churn of summer leagues and 

prep schools and big-time collegiate recruiting and 

were now in a place where they met equals. Where 

they had found not just teammates but family.  

“The last thing I’ll say about Miles,” Tum adds: 

“Miles tells me he loves me every day. Every day. I’m 

not exaggerating. Every day.”

Imagine you are 19 years old. You grow up feeling 

like an outsider, only to discover you have size and 

power that sets you apart and makes people sniff 

around your family and call your house. 

Imagine that you come to a school to play ball and 

you find three people who love and embrace you as 

you discover your deepest and truest meaning. Peo-

ple who share with you everything from the glories 

of God to the glories of running it back infinitely 

while trash-talking until you have nothing left, until 

you have burned through your second, third and 

even final winds and your body ceases to be a body, 

becoming instead a vessel, a spirit. 

How much money would it take for you to give 

that up and join the world of adults? 

I ask Xavier if he has anything to add. 

“No,” he tells me quietly. “I don’t want to ruin it.”

MILES IS STILL thinking about the question of what 

is your life’s purpose. And the farther away I get from 

East Lansing, the more I think about a moment dur-

ing the Bible study. Xavier, the 6-8, 260-pound 

19-year-old father, is holding his baby daughter in 

his arms. Throughout the evening, she had been fall-

ing in and out of sleep, but she has finally succumbed 

to rest with a delicate little tremor and a sigh. Tum 

is holding forth to rapt attention about the nature of 

God and how to steer clear of temptation. Suddenly 

he is interrupted by a startling laugh that escapes 

from Xavier’s body. Tum stops midsentence. We all 

wonder what he said that was so funny. 

“Oh, my bad,” he says sheepishly. “She just, like, 

smiled at me in her sleep. It was so cute. She just was 

looking up at me in her sleep and she smiled.” 

The room breaks out into hushed approving gig-

gles and restrained awwws. 

The baby is swaddled in pink. Xavier is dressed in 

dark Spartan green. Thinking back on this moment, 

I swear I remember another color: a very faint but 

unmistakable golden light shining up from the ba-

by’s face and casting a honeyed glow onto Xavier. 
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The Blue Devils are stacked, but G Grayson Allen’s 
development as a leader and G Trevon Duval’s ability 
to keep all the scoring options happy will be key.

G Rawle Alkins (broken foot) will be missed in 
nonconference play and maybe longer, but coach  
Sean Miller has enough weapons to fill the void. 

The Spartans are deep and experienced. Though 
turnovers were an issue last season, PGs Cassius 
Winston and Lourawls “Tum Tum” Nairn are back.

Devonte Graham leads a versatile perimeter group  
that includes G Malik Newman, now eligible after 
transferring from Mississippi State. 

The Shockers might struggle early without injured  
G Landry Shamet and F Markis McDuffie, but there  
won’t be any bubble talk with the move to the AAC.

All five starters return, plus the Trojans welcome  
Duke transfer Derryck Thornton Jr. and McDonald’s 
All American Charles O’Bannon Jr.

Of the top 10 guys on the roster, eight have never 
played a college game. This will not matter. 
Kentucky is again the SEC favorite.

Donte DiVincenzo came on strong last season,  
and Jalen Brunson is still running point. Big man  
Omari Spellman gives the Wildcats a different look.

The key will be Sacred Heart transfer Cane Broome,  
who averaged 23.1 points as a sophomore but will  
need to be the point guard.

G Nate Mason and F Jordan Murphy lead the way  
among the veterans, but the arrival of ESPN 100  
PG Isaiah Washington has people excited.
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31–5
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32–4
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LAST SEASON

MEN’S TOP 25: A DEVILS PLAYGROUND
Once again, preseason rankings are an opportunity to say “Duke 
looks great.” Jeff Borzello breaks down the Blue Devils vs. everybody.
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hese are not the lingering images 

you expect from a UConn season: 

The smallest player on the floor, 

Mississippi State guard Morgan 

William, hitting the shot just be-

fore the overtime buzzer. Thousands of fans—sup-

porting the Bulldogs specifically and underdogs in 

general—erupting in joy. A locker room of dejected 

Huskies after their 111-game winning streak ends, 

and Napheesa Collier saying: “It happened at the 

worst possible time for us.”

Skip forward several months, through redemp-

tion-seeking summer workouts, through a team 

trip to play exhibition games in coach Geno Au-

riemma’s native Italy. Then to Santa Barbara, Cal-

ifornia, for a USA Basketball camp in the fall, 

where Collier and Katie Lou Samuelson, who led 

the Huskies in scoring last season as sophomores, 

11.13.2017 ESPN  21

The 
Liberation 
of Losing
The stunning end to UConn’s 
111-game win streak has given the 
Huskies—and their breakout 
leading scorers—a new outlook.
—MECHELLE VOEPEL

THE WIN STREAK

The longest in NCAA hoops history was second among all 
NCAA Division I sports, behind the Miami men’s tennis 

squad, which won 137 straight matches from 1957 to 1964.

KATIE LOU SAMUELSON

NCAA RANK: 17

42.0

3PT%

NAPHEESA COLLIER

NCAA RANK: 3

67.8

FG%

SAMUELSON 15.6 NCAA RANK: 18

PLAYER EFFICIENCY RATING

COLLIER 21.3 NCAA RANK: 3

DIDN’T THEY ALMOST HAVE IT ALL? 
Despite how their season finished, the Huskies and their sophomore  

stars reached some pretty lofty marks in 2016-17.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL PREVIEW

Napheesa Collier 
(left) and Katie 
Lou Samuelson
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top recruit nationally by ESPN’s HoopGurlz. 

South Carolina is the defending national champi-

on—the Gamecocks beat a drained-looking Mis-

sissippi State for the title—but UConn is far and 

away the favorite.

That’s not an unusual place for the Huskies to find 

themselves. It’s just that for the first time in a while, 

they have something to prove.

“It does feel like definitely a fresh start,” Samuel-

son says, “and we can kind of make a name for our 

team specifically this year.” 

held their own alongside other college standouts 

and WNBA pros.

The sting of that national semifinal game in 

March, and falling short of a fifth consecutive and 

12th overall NCAA title, has given way to a sense 

of liberation.

“I think that was something we knew pretty soon 

after that loss happened,” Samuelson says. “We kind 

of adjusted quickly. The season had felt a little like 

we were playing to try to hold on to something that 

people had done before us.”

An end to the streak meant an end to the pressure 

that came with it. Had the Huskies won the 2017 

title, they would be starting this season at 113 vic-

tories in a row. Instead, they are untethered from 

the past—well, as much as any team functioning 

within a dynasty can be. What happens for Collier, 

Samuelson and their teammates for the rest of their 

UConn careers belongs solely to them.

The duo came to Storrs for 2015-16, and they ap-

prenticed under stars Breanna Stewart, Moriah 

Jefferson and Morgan Tuck. When those seniors 

became the top three picks in the 2016 WNBA 

draft, Collier and Samuelson moved squarely into 

the spotlight.

As a sophomore, Collier, a 6-foot-1 forward with 

near-flawless footwork and fundamentals, led the 

team in scoring (20.4 ppg), rebounding (9.1 rpg), 

field goal percentage (67.8) and blocked shots (77). 

Samuelson, a 6-3 guard/forward who has supple-

mented her signature 3-point shooting with more 

offensive versatility and improved defense, led 

UConn in minutes played (32.1 per game) and 3s 

(119) and was second in scoring (20.2 ppg).

“Coming into last season, there was not that big a 

focus on those two,” Auriemma says. “Then the way 

they played was out of this world.”

They helped lead the Huskies to a 29–0 regular-

season mark, topping UConn’s previous best win-

ning streak of 90 games along the way. The Huskies 

won their first four NCAA tournament games by 

an average of 36 points. The loss to Mississippi 

State was their only stumble. “Now the focus when 

we start this season is going to be directly on those 

two and Gabby,” Auriemma continues, adding se-

nior star Gabby Williams. “Everybody’s going to 

know everything they do, and now they have to take 

the next step.”

That means an even bigger leadership role, which 

Collier, the American Athletic Conference preseason 

player of the year, has embraced. “I think it’s a lot 

better now that Katie Lou and I are upperclassmen,” 

she says. “We had to take on that role last year, and 

I think it’s made us better able to help our freshmen 

out this year.”

Auriemma says he’s also looking for stronger, 

more physical play from Samuelson this season and 

for Collier to become more of a two-way player. 

Still, he says, “they’re only juniors, and they’re re-

ally good.”

The Huskies have a lot of “really good” to go 

around, with Collier, Samuelson and Williams, All-

Americans last season, and senior guard Kia Nurse. 

Then add Azura Stevens, a 6-6 transfer from Duke 

who brings size and the multidimensional skill set 

UConn values. Then add Megan Walker, rated the 
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F Gabby Williams had 190 assists, one of four 
returning Huskies who had at least 100—one of 
many reasons UConn is a huge title favorite.

Senior guards Brooke McCarty and Ariel Atkins 
lead the Longhorns’ charge to bypass Baylor in the 
Big 12 and make their first Final Four since 2003.

C Kalani Brown is the nation’s top returner in 
FG% (67.9); sophomores F Lauren Cox and G 
Natalie Chou need to drive the youth movement.

Beating UConn felt like the national title, but it 
wasn’t. PG Morgan William sets up the Bulldogs 
nicely to top conference nemesis South Carolina.

G Kelsey Mitchell, one of the nation’s top 
scorers (22.6 ppg), and F Stephanie Mavunga 
(11.4 ppg, 10.8 rpg) power the Big Ten favorite.

G Brittany McPhee (13.3 ppg) is the top returning 
scorer for the Cardinal, who made their 13th Final 
Four. F Alanna Smith (9.1 ppg) could have a big year.

Coach Dawn Staley enters her 10th season  
with three starters gone, but senior F A’ja Wilson 
returns to head the title defense.

F Ruthy Hebard (14.9 ppg, 8.5 rpg) and G Sabrina 
Ionescu (14.6 ppg, 5.5 apg) are back after leading 
a surprise run to the Elite Eight as freshmen. 

Junior guards Arike Ogunbowale (15.9 ppg) and 
Marina Mabrey (14.6 ppg) have to carry the load 
with F Brianna Turner out for the season (knee).

G Asia Durr (19.2 ppg), an under-the-radar star, and 
F Myisha Hines-Allen lead the Cardinals’ challenge 
to Irish supremacy in the ACC.

LAST SEASON

WOMEN’S TOP 25:  
EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN
The 2017 NCAA final broke from tradition when South Carolina beat 
Mississippi State. But guess which team looks better than ever? 
Mechelle Voepel breaks down espnW’s preseason basketball rankings.
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n a home-game Saturday, a few 

hours before the 11 a.m. kickoff 

with Ole Miss, the Auburn family 

has come to get whole. Amid gen-

erations decked out in bright orange and dark 

blue, in Cam Newton jerseys and striped polos, 

Amy Beth Pressnell says she was whispered to 

by the Almighty: “We were just walking up to-

ward the stadium, and it was like God was tell-

ing me to come in here.”

Amy Beth is here because, like all the others, 

she grew up coming to the Waffle House. It’s 

parents weekend, so old and young are gath-

ered to relive familiar memories and hear new 

Around campuses across the South, 
famished football fans hash it out with 
rivals at their favorite common ground, 
the Waffle House. —DAVE WILSON

At Home at 
the House

ones. They stand in line, knowing that the wait 

is part of the game-day ritual.

This Waffle House in Auburn is a healthy 

15-minute walk from Jordan-Hare Stadium, 

but like other locations across the South, it’s an 

important first stop for many college football 

fans, a religious experience not to be missed.

“I feel like I’m in heaven,” Pressnell says. “I’m 

at a Waffle House. In Auburn. And there’s no 

elephants in here.”

Elephants—Bama fans—are here. She just 

Waffles aren’t just for Belgians 
anymore; they’re also for 

dejected Rebels on the road 
and sloppy Dawgs at home.
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doesn’t know it. They’re in many Waffle Houses this 

morning. After all, no business has a more symbi-

otic relationship with college football fans of every 

stripe than this chain of small diners that never 

close and never change. Around Atlanta, college 

football’s capital, there are more than 350. All 

along Southern byways, the monospaced yellow 

signs serve as mile markers. Pressnell, 64, a retired 

nurse with a thick accent and a flair for dramatic 

delivery, continues her sermon.

“Lord, I’ve got it bad. I want to be a greeter [at the 

Waffle House], but my husband won’t let me.”

Over at a Waffle House in Athens, Georgia, Han-

nah Skinner has felt the gravitational pull. Her 

mom has worked for the Waffle House for nearly 

25 years; her brother and sister work there; when 

Hannah turned 16, she didn’t even apply. She just 

started working, and stayed, other than a brief dal-

liance with the Olive Garden, which she now re-

grets. She’s 24 and a unit manager of a store behind 

the Georgia Theatre.

“The syrup,” she says, “gets in your veins.”

JOE ROGERS AND Tom Forkner, neighbors in the At-

lanta suburb of Avondale Estates, started the Waffle 

House in 1955 to give the area a 24-hour sit-down 

joint. They soon focused on waffles, the most profit-

able of their original 16 menu items. “It was the 

highest-profit item you could do, so I said, ‘Call it 

Waffle House, and encourage people to eat waffles,’” 

Rogers told The Associated Press back in 2005. He 

also wanted to make it clear at first glance that it 

wasn’t a fast-food drive-thru.

“You can’t carry out waffles,” Rogers said. “They 

get flimsy. We thought,‘Waffle House’ll work.’”

Rogers and Forkner both died this year, just a 

month apart. But they saw their tiny diner trans-

form into a Southern icon that has 1,900 restaurants 

in 25 states. SEC country is waffle country, with 95 

restaurants in proximity to 12 of the 14 SEC 

schools—only poor Ole Miss and Texas A&M don’t 

have one. (“We have a lot of great fans there that love 

Waffle House, and we’ll get there eventually,” says 

company spokesman Pat Warner, an unashamed 

SEC bandwagon fan.) According to Warner, these 

restaurants will do about 40 percent more business 

on game days than typical Saturdays, or the equiva-

lent of 500 waffles sold per day. There are also loca-

tions in 11 of 14 ACC towns, missing only Northern 

cities Pittsburgh, Boston and Syracuse.

Between Atlanta and Auburn, there’s one on I-85 

where the Alan Jackson Highway gives way to the 

Lewis Grizzard Highway. No longer relegated to the 

side of the road, a Waffle House food truck passes 

by on the way from Atlanta to Athens for a catering 

event (both South Carolina and Auburn had it cater 

spring events for players, with Auburn QB Jarrett 

Stidham slinging waffles from the truck).

The chain is also a measure of resolute reliability, 

famously used as a bellwether by FEMA to deter-

mine how well an area is recovering from a natural 

disaster, based on the status of its always-open res-

taurants. On Sept. 11, during Hurricane Irma, 157 

Waffle Houses were closed. By Sept. 13, all but six 

were open. The company has generators and “jump 

teams” of workers sent to affected areas to feed cus-

tomers and spell local employees with families.

“Regardless of anything else going on, they all stay 

open unless everything has to close,” says Trevor 

Daniel, 24, a Georgia fan from Atlanta. “We lost our 

power. The first thing we did is go to Waffle House. 

They were open. Their power’s out, but they had a 

power outage menu. I basically got my same order.”

In 2015, the Waffle House added serious culinary 

cred on CNN’s Parts Unknown. Host and chef An-

thony Bourdain, a distinguished alumnus of the 

Culinary Institute of America (118 miles from the 

nearest Waffle House), declared it “better than  

the French Laundry … an irony-free zone where 

everything is beautiful and nothing hurts. Its 

warm, yellow glow, a beacon of hope and salvation, 

inviting the hungry, the lost, the seriously ham-

mered all across the South to come inside, a place 

of safety and nourishment.”

THOSE WAFFLES THE founders wanted to move? In 

2015, they sold their billionth. The company says 

it’s the world’s top seller of them and also claims 

the title in ham, pork chops, grits and T-bones. 

They serve 2 percent of all the eggs in America. 

The chain’s best-seller: personalized hash browns. 

You can get the shredded potatoes scattered on the 

grill and in many combinations, including smoth-

ered (with onions), covered (cheese), chunked 

(ham), diced (grilled tomatoes), peppered ( jala-

peños), capped (mushrooms), topped (chili) or 

country (sausage gravy). The brave can go with all 

of the above.

“There’s no goat cheese and garlic here,” says 

Blake Tanner, an area vice president. “Just straight-

up eatin’.”

The exteriors, however, do offer their local flair. 

At Waffle House No. 1189, on Epps Bridge Road in 

Athens, there’s a mural with a giant bulldog and 

Georgia’s G emblazoned on a waffle. The location 

closest to LSU shares a building with a bar. “It’s 

Louisiana, you know?” Warner says. “It makes it 

convenient for people.” 

A school logo in bricks rests in front of No. 1882 

on West Glenn Avenue in Auburn. Inside, a photo 

titled “Bo Over the Top,” from the Tigers’ 1982 Iron 

Bowl victory, hangs at a booth where coach Gus 

Malzahn typically has a celebratory omelet. “It be-

came his postgame tradition because he’s treated 

like Gus instead of like Coach Malzahn,” Warner 

says. “He just comes in and waits in line like every-

one else.”

Gus’ booth, like most every other, seats four. The 

booths don’t budge. Neither do the counter stools 

that face the grill. Nobody combines tables or cuts 

line or gets star treatment. Groups split up. Rivals 

squeeze together. New friends are made.

“I’ve been to Waffle House in Tuscaloosa. I’ve been 

to Waffle House in Auburn,” says Patrick Ward, 

sporting a Georgia jersey. “They’re the same. They’re 

always welcoming.” His friend Trevor Daniel agrees. 

“They’re very supportive of their local team. But they 

“IT’S ALL ABOUT FOOTBALL AND 
THE HOLIDAYS FOR US. COME 
AUGUST, YOU BETTER BE READY.”
JOHN TYNDALL, WAFFLE HOUSE DISTRICT MANAGER
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don’t reject people.”

Ward, 23, Daniel, 24, and Nick Oshinski, 23, are 

in a celebratory mood at 11 p.m. in Athens after 

Georgia’s 53-28 dismantling of Missouri. And they 

provide a perfect window into the late-Saturday-

night Waffle House atmosphere:

Ward: “We’re big foodies. There’s a lot of options 

in Athens.”

Oshinski: “Don’t think we don’t know our food 

because we’re at Waffle House.”

Ward: “When you’ve had a couple of libations, 

Waffle House is the first thought that goes through 

your head. Only good things come from Waffle 

House on a game day.”

Oshinski: “I wouldn’t want to be friends with 

someone who didn’t eat Waffle House.”

Daniel: “If you think you’re above Waffle House, 

I don’t want to know you. [Does impression of a 

fancy voice] ‘All I eat is eggs Benedict.’ [Gestures, 

spills his water] I just didn’t like that water.”

Ward: “I’d be lying if I said that wasn’t the 100th 

time that’s happened at the Waffle House.”

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY IS a trademark of the com-

pany because employees put a premium on prepar-

ing for a spirited 24/7 crowd.

“It’s all about football and the holidays for us,” says 

John Tyndall, a district manager in Athens. “Come 

August, you better be ready.”

No one knows that better than Kenny Flowers, 

a recent linebacker for the Tigers. Now he’s a unit 

manager running a crew that feeds the fans who 

used to cheer him. Where nametags list job titles, 

his reads “SEC CHAMP,” a nod to his 2013 Auburn 

team. “After I graduated here, I got recruited to the 

Waffle House,” he says. “I love being here. I love the 

fans and the people who come here for Waffle 

House and Auburn football. Some just come to talk 

football with me. Usually, I have to give multiple 

reports after games.”

“Sports can prepare you for the Waffle House,” 

says Greg Bright, the chain’s director of people op-

erations and a former Georgia ’backer with 453 ca-

reer tackles. “It’s kind of scary, the parallels. On a 

daily basis, we’re coaching and developing people.” 

The company has a playbook for employees that 

is used to teach its service philosophy. “The Waffle 

House Way,” a manual created in the 1970s, has 

been updated to address modern changes such as 

tattoos and cellphones. There’s also a playcalling 

component: When servers call out each order to 

the grill, a co-worker preps a plate using a code 

called the “mark” system. Accoutrements such as 

jelly packets, pickles, cheese and hash brown piec-

es give the grill operators a visual cue as to what 

orders go where. Jelly at the bottom of the plate 

signifies scrambled eggs. Raisin toast is marked by 

apple butter, a pork chop by mustard. A pat of but-

ter is a T-bone, and its placement says how the 

steak is cooked, from well-done at the top to rare 

at the bottom.

GEORGIA FAN BUCK JEWELL, 67, interrupts his report 

on the bumper peanut crop to say he’s been going to 

Dawgs games since 1980. The people are why he 

heads to a Waffle House after each one.

“This lady takes care of us, Miss Jeanette,” he says, 

nodding to Jeanette Savage, who has worked here 

for 35 years. Gliding by on the way to another table, 

she replies, “Your food’s coming, baby.”

Sitting with his brother-in-law Skip Mathis, Jew-

ell is on his second Waffle House meal of the day—

eggs over medium, hash browns, country ham in the 

morning; eggs over medium, hash browns, steak at 

night. “Just depends on how you’re feelin’,” he says.

Back in Auburn, Gabreena Ruff and Destiny 

Jamison aren’t feeling so great. The Ole Miss juniors 

from Tuffhaven, Mississippi, made a five-hour drive 

to Auburn and are the first fans to retreat to comfort 

food after leaving the game at halftime. The Rebels 

are losing 35-3.

They get into a conversation about what a disap-

pointment the Rebels have been and how they’re 

going to need time to rebuild. The two say they de-

cided they needed something to make the trip 

worthwhile. They needed to get something they 

couldn’t get back in Oxford.

“Just come to Waffle House,” Jamison says. “It’ll 

make it better.” 

Each Waffle House follows 

a basic layout and, in 

most college towns, the 

local color scheme.
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PEAR, CRANBERRY, BLOOD ORANGE MOSTARDA
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Few American traditions are more, uh, traditional 

than football on Thanksgiving—especially in 

Detroit, where Joe Nader, executive chef of Levy 

at Ford Field, serves thousands of stadium-bound 

friends each year. This year he whipped up a new 

crowd-pleaser: turkey and Brie with pear, cran-

berry and blood orange mostarda. He’s shaking up 

the plate on Turkey Day! And now you can too. 

What is it about this dish that works so well? 

I throw Thanksgiving dinner for about 65,000 

people every year, so I do a bit of everything. 

I’m taking something that’s playing on all of the 

traditional flavors but putting a twist on it. That 

way they’re not gonna get burnt out on tradition: 

turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes, green beans.

This recipe uses mostarda, an Italian mustard-

flavored condiment typically made of candied 

fruit. Why is that?

To me, cranberry sauce is just too easy. We want to 

play on the spirit of cranberry sauce. Blood orange 

is coming into prime season, so I really wanted to 

play with the seasonality of it.

What does Thanksgiving mean to Detroit?

It’s just part of the fabric of Detroit and for every-

one in the country, because every year they get to 

watch that game. The Lions on Thanksgiving is 

about as traditional as it gets. It’s just what you do. 

—INTERVIEW BY DAN HAJDUCKY

Celebrate the holiday by watching 
the Lions—and eating their stadium 
sandwich in your very own den.

TURKEY SANDWICH WITH BRIE AND MOSTARDA

FORD FIELD   COST: $12   ESTIMATED CALORIES: 540

Chef Joe Nader

“Given the fate of a certain 
quarterback in [the Lions’] 
division … I could see playoffs  
in our future, for sure.”

A Thanksgiving 
Play to Liven Up 
Your Leftovers

STADIUM FOOD DECONSTRUCTED

INGREDIENTS

1 medium blood orange

2 sprigs fresh rosemary

1 fresh bay leaf or ⅟ dried

1 cup dry white wine

2 tbsp. mild honey

1 tbsp. brown mustard seeds

1 tbsp. yellow mustard seeds

1 tsp. kosher salt

2 medium-firm Bosc pears, diced

1 cup fresh cranberries

COOKING INSTRUCTIONS 

Peel a strip of zest from orange. Trim off any white pith and put zest 

in 3-quart saucepan. Trim away remaining orange peel and cut 

segments free from membranes; add to saucepan. Squeeze juice 

from membranes into saucepan.

Tie rosemary and bay leaf into a cheesecloth bundle and add to 

saucepan along with wine, honey, mustard seeds and salt. Bring to a 

boil over medium heat. Reduce heat to simmer and cook until honey 

dissolves, about 2 minutes.

Add pears and cranberries and return to a gentle simmer over 

medium-low heat. Cook, stirring occasionally, until fruit is tender and 

liquid is syrupy, 25 to 30 minutes.

Remove from heat, discard herb bundle and zest, and let cool. Serve 

at room temperature. Will keep in the refrigerator for 1 week.

INGREDIENTS

2 slices challah

2 pieces Brie cheese, thinly sliced

2 oz. pear, cranberry, blood 

orange mostarda

2 oz. mayonnaise 

2 slices tomato

1 romaine leaf

5 oz. oven-roasted sliced turkey 

(or leftovers) Recipe courtesy Levy.

SANDWICH INSTRUCTIONS 

Spread mayonnaise on challah bread.

Place lettuce and tomato on one slice, top with turkey. 

Spoon mostarda over top of turkey, top with cheese.

Close sandwich. Open mouth. Stuff mouth. 

Makes 1 sandwich.



  
   

  
 

 

© 2017 Tyson Foods, Inc.

Our ORIGINAL blend of signature seasonings 

will make your recipes shine.

“Pass the stuffing”
will be the

talk of
the table.

INGREDIENTS:

1  16-oz. pkg. Jimmy Dean¨ Premium 
Pork Sausage (Sage or Regular)

2 cups celery, chopped 
1 cup onion, fi nely chopped 
4 cups cornbread, toasted & chopped 
1/4 cup fresh parsley, chopped 
1 tsp. poultry seasoning 
1 cup chicken broth 
1 egg, lightly beaten 
1/2 cup pecans, chopped (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

1.  PREHEAT oven to 325°F. Cook sausage, 

celery and onion in large skillet over 

MEDIUM-HIGH heat 8–10 min. or until 

sausage is thoroughly cooked; drain. 

Spoon into large bowl.

2.  ADD cornbread, parsley and seasoning; 

mix lightly. Add in broth, egg and mix 

until blended. Stir in pecans.

3.  SPOON into lightly greased 2-quart 

casserole or souffl e dish; cover and 

bake 45 min. or until thoroughly heated, 

uncovering after 35 min.

PREP TIME: 20 min.  COOK TIME: 45 min.

COOKÕS TIP: To toast cornbread, bake at 

400°F for 10 min.

JIMMYDEAN.COM/RECIPES

Sausage
Cornbread
Stuffing
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n a brisk fall afternoon 30 

minutes west of downtown 

Minneapolis, a sopping-wet 

Jimmy Butler sits shotgun in my 

parked rental car wearing only 

his boxers and my borrowed socks, and we’re 

wondering where it all went wrong. “This is your 

fault,” says the Timberwolves’ prize acquisition.  

He dials the heater to 11. 

He’s not entirely mistaken. Our questionable 

teamwork here in the Land of 10,000 Lakes has 

landed the three-time All-Star in one of those 

lakes—shoulders first. It’s the latest twist in a 

welcome tour that began with Butler’s introductory 

news conference in June, following his trade from 

the Bulls, at which he broadcast his cell number  

and invited his critics to hit him up. That gag would 

fry his phone within 10 minutes. 

But Butler welcomes a challenge, and he’s got  

a big one in leading a nascent superteam with 

young stars Karl-Anthony Towns and Andrew 

Wiggins—while at times shielding them from  

coach Tom Thibodeau, the taskmaster who drafted 

Butler in Chicago.

Work can wait for tomorrow, though. The 

original plan for this preseason off-day, as Butler 

put it in happier times: “Have some fun in the 

outdoors, as Minnesotans do.” Now? As he sits by 

the shores of Lake Independence, shivering, just a 

short drive from his home outside the Twin Cities, 

Mistakes 
by the Lake
Jimmy Butler is the leader of the 
young Timberwolves pack, but 
how will he fare when he’s faced 
with the great outdoors?

HANG TIME     WITH SAM ALIPOUR

FORWARD
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“It’s not going as planned,” says the half-naked guy 

in my car. 

2 p.m. Our day in the great outdoors begins  

under gray skies at the edge of the lake, where  

I find a canoe and a 6-foot-8 forward from Tomball, 

Texas. We divvy up the gear, which includes exactly 

two life jackets. 

ESPN: How much of an outdoorsman are you?

BUTLER: I built a fort when I was little, with pillows 

and blankets. Can’t be too hard.

Let’s start by putting on our life preservers. 

Oh, yeah, I need both of them. I can’t swim.

Seriously? So if I tore the vest off you and tossed  

you in— 

I’d sue you.

You really want my life preserver too?

Yeah, I wasn’t playin’ around. I need both. 

Already we’re falling apart at the seams. 

See, this “new team” thing isn’t as easy as it looks.

2:20 p.m. With our two life jackets strapped to his 

sternum, Butler, who is widely considered to be 

among the NBA’s toughest and most indefatigable 

ballers, claims the canoe’s stern. This reporter, who 

is widely considered to be a wimp, takes the bow. As 

we paddle out, guess who’s doing most of the work. 

Are you seriously not gonna help?

I’m helping—as the captain and brains of the 

operation. [Screams] Ah, hell no! Agh! No! 

What?

Oh. Thought I saw an octopus. Are there any sharks 

out here? 

Uh, don’t think so.

Because if something swims beneath me, it is 

complete abort mission, and I am jumping out  

of this boat.

How’s life as the new guy in town?

It’s cool.  We got a really young team and every-

body’s down to listen.  And I’m likable, right?

You are a likable gentleman.

Minnesota is legit. There’s so much space to run, 

like back home in Texas. I’m country at heart. I love 

doing normal stuff, like back in my rookie year 

when nobody knew who I was and I could grab 

dinner and have normal conversations.

How did we get here, Jimmy? I mean, literally? 

I was in Paris with my friends Dwyane Wade, 

Carmelo Anthony, James Harden, and I get the  

call from my agent. So I look over to D-Wade  

and I’m like, “Yo, D. I’m out. Minnesota.” He’s 

laughing: “Ha-ha, OK.” Then his phone blows up: 

Jimmy got traded to Minnesota. He looks over and 

I’m like, “Yeah, I just told you that.” 

Then I got a call from Thibs—he’s excited, I’m 
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WORKREATION
The new 2018 F-150 is always working. Even if you aren’t. Its best-in-class torque* and best-in-

class towing* work just as well on your boat as they do on your backhoe. It’s a little thing we like 

to call “Workreation.” The Ford F-150. It doesn’t just raise the bar. It is the bar.  FORD.COM
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excited, then outta nowhere he’s like, “We’ll talk 

about it later. Enjoy your time in Paris.” I was like, 

“What?” I thought he’d want me to fly back and 

work out 16 times. 

Why did the Bulls trade you?

I probably did a lot of things that they didn’t like—

like maybe the way I would talk to my peers  

or coaches. People don’t work as hard as I do. They 

don’t expect the same things out of the game that  

I do. And I said from the beginning it was either 

gonna be me or the Fred Hoiberg route. And 

rightfully so, they took Fred. Good for them. But  

I got that game marked on my calendar. Feb. 9, 

baby—I’m back. Oh, man, they better hope I go 

0-for-30, ’cause every basket I score, I’m looking 

over at the bench and I got something to say.  

But I’m so happy to be here. Sometimes you just 

gotta appreciate it, man.

3 p.m. We paddle back to shore and I hop out  

10 feet from dry land. Suddenly I hear: “Ahhgeech!” 

It’s the strangest sound I’ve ever heard—and it’s 

coming from Jimmy, as he flips the canoe and gets 

baptized in the waters of Lake Independence. I rush 

over to yank him out of the lake. “Oh my god! That 

water is cold!” Anybody within a 5-mile radius can 

hear my laughter. “Good thing I had on my life 

jackets.” We’re in knee-deep water.

3:10 p.m. Back in my rental car, we wait for 

Jimmy’s assistant to run home for dry threads. 

Fans begin to gather around our ride hoping to 

score a photo with their local star. I exit to run 

interference: “Jimmy will be right with y’all, just as 

soon as he puts on some clothes.” 

3:46 p.m. Following a wardrobe change, we attempt 

to set up an “instant-tent,” billed as “ready in about 

60 seconds.” After 960 seconds, we ask an ESPN 

camera guy to build this stupid spaceship for us.  

He snaps the tent into place within seconds. “Well, 

f--- us,” Butler says. Now equipped with a lighter, 

newspaper and ax, we’re trying to build a campfire. 

Jimmy, of course, goes straight for the sharpened 

steel, but I shudder to think of his next box score—

“DNP: lost a finger; also, pneumonia”—so I pry the 

ax from his hands. We chat while cooking s’mores 

over crackling flames. 

So what exactly is a timberwolf—and should we be 

worried about running into one? 

It’s a wolf that yells “Timber!” instead of howling. 

And no, we shouldn’t be worried about it. You 

should be worried. Wanna know why?

Why?

’Cause I am much faster than you. And if I see one, 

FORWARD

“I DON’T GIVE A DAMN IF 
YOU’RE THE WARRIORS. WE 
GOT GUYS WHO CAN PLAY.”
 JIMMY BUTLER
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I will push you down so fast. 

I take it that’s not the identity that you and Thibs are 

trying to imprint on your team.

In nature, it’s every man for himself. Against 

humans, we want to be the toughest team. Every 

practice, every game, you gotta be dogs because 

offense can win you a couple of games, but defense 

will never lose ’em for you. You could say that’s 

where I come in.

Thibs is known for a hard-charging style that can 

wear players down. Any concerns?

I love it, but you have to find the balance and get 

your point across without running bodies into the 

ground. I can say: “Thibs, we get it. I’m on these 

guys. Let’s move on to the next one.” That’s part of 

my role here.

In what ways has Thibs changed since your  

first go-round? 

In Chicago, it was like, “We’re getting right into 

drills. I don’t care how your day’s going.” Now he’s 

joking around and asking guys, “Hey, how’s your 

wife and kids?” I’m human. Basketball’s not the 

most important thing in my life. I think he’s starting 

to realize that. 

Sounds like you two have come a long way since  

he drafted you.

I won’t lie: Couldn’t stand him. I never use the word 

“hate,” but he was right there. I worked so hard, but 

he wouldn’t play me. Finally my time presented 

itself, and I got a little bit of, “What’s up, Jimmy?” 

I’m like, “I’m moving up!” Now he’s my guy. 

What lessons did you learn in Chicago that  

you can use here?

That everybody may not be confrontational like  

I am. I feed off it. But I have to realize some people 

like to be told, “Hey, you’re doing a great job.” Like, 

“You did a phenomenal job stacking the wood.” I’ve 

gotten better at working with the different person-

alities on this team.

Yeah, KAT is known as a fun-loving guy, whereas 

Wigs has been described as stoic. 

Stop using SAT words around me. What the hell 

does stoic mean? Yeah, Wigs is a quiet kid—and 

good for him, that’s who he is. And Karl is really, 

really outgoing, but at times he doesn’t take 

everything as serious as he has to. When he gets 

that mentality—like, “I know that’s my friend on  

the other team, but right now he’s my enemy”—

man, he’s a force to be reckoned with. We need 

those guys locked in. 

Last season the Wolves were one of the least clutch 

teams in the league. I’m guessing Jimmy Buckets 

wants the last shot?

If you need a bucket at any point in the game, I’ll be 

the one to try to get it for you. I don’t care who you 

are—you can’t stop me. I can score with the best of 

’em. But clutch isn’t always about offense. Maybe 

you need a stop to secure the game, and I don’t care 

if you’re a 1 or a 4—I wanna be that guy too. 

What are your expectations for this year?

To win. I want to win a championship. That’s the 

only reason I play this game. Now, this organization 

hasn’t been to the playoffs in 13 years, but f--- his-

tory. It’s a new bunch of guys here, and we all say the 

same thing: F--- history. 

You have a Big 3. The Warriors have the Hamptons 5.  

How can anybody unseat them this season?

I don’t give a damn if you’re the Warriors. We got 

guys who can play. And we got constant mis-

matches—really big wings in me and Wigs, and 

Karl’s a constant mismatch. What can’t he do? Guy 

did a windmill the other day in practice. Hell, I 

almost left the gym. I didn’t know he had it. Then 

you got Jamal [Crawford], the score lord. You got 

Taj [Gibson], who does all the little things right. 

Are you happy, Jimmy?

Am I happy?

Yeah, that feels like a campfire question.

Yeah, I’m happy—I’m out here in nature, baby! I’m 

fortunate. It’s the start of something beautiful here 

with a young core and an organization that really 

knows what they’re doing. I got a real chance of 

winning a championship here. God, like, I wake up 

smiling every morning knowing that we got a 

chance to be really f---ing good.

5 p.m. The rain is coming down now, so we head to 

the tent for shelter. Butler climbs in first.

That was fun, huh?

Oh, definitely. Now I’m gonna take a nap.

You don’t snore, do you?

Don’t worry about it, because you’ll be on the 

outside. [Zips the tent] You got first watch. 

Seriously? 

Yeah, just let me know if a bear mauls your neck. 

That’s teamwork.  

Sometimes even the most 
clutch players need help—
or double life jackets. 
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obody knew where to sit. Side by 

side or across from one another?

It was the final question raised 

by a group of 11 NFL team owners 

as they mingled inside the sixth-

floor conference room at the league’s Park Avenue 

headquarters in New York City, minutes before they 

were to meet with a group of 12 players, one former 

player and three union leaders on the morning of 

Tuesday, Oct. 17. The day already had been stressful, 

and the meeting hadn’t even started. League execu-

tives had spent that morning as they had the previ-

ous four weeks: grappling with a series of events the 

league and owners could not control, unleashed by 

President Donald Trump’s harsh criticism of the 

decision by a handful of players to kneel during the 

national anthem.

Morale was bad inside the league office, and the 

pressure was not letting up. There was the looming 

notion that sponsors would leave the NFL—not just 

because of the protests but because of an array of 

challenges confronting the league, including the 

continuing decline in TV ratings. Nearly all of the 

league’s longtime sponsors, from Papa John’s to 

USAA, were rattled, and fissures within the league 

offices and teams, to say nothing of the players, were 

starting to expand.

Among many league and team executives, the 

games had become, improbably, an afterthought. 

These two days of New York meetings held the poten-

tial to provide a measure of hope—a way for owners 

to formulate a plan with players that would satisfy 

disenchanted fans and advertisers. It was no secret 

that commissioner Roger Goodell and the owners 

wanted the players to stop kneeling during the an-

them immediately. A week earlier, Goodell said that 

he hoped owners and players could “move past” the 

anthem issue at the meetings. If and how that could 

be accomplished was unclear. After Goodell’s state-

ment, Jerry Jones, the Cowboys’ owner, threatened 

to bench any player who knelt, the only owner to issue 

such an ultimatum, one that won praise in Texas and 

across much of America’s heartland. Spurred on by 

Jones’ stance, some hard-line owners looked at the 

meetings as the opportunity to vote on a mandate that 

would force all players to stand for the anthem.

For weeks, Goodell had tried to get in front of the 

issue. One owner had complained that NBA com-

missioner Adam Silver got away with ordering play-

ers to stand because, unlike Goodell, he has a good 

relationship with the union. Another owner had 

remarked to a colleague that Trump would like 

nothing more than for players to strike over the pro-

tests, maybe forcing a suspension of the season. 

As owners filed into the large conference room 

featuring a massive football-shaped table, everyone 

feared the discussion could get ugly. NFL executive 

Troy Vincent, who cared deeply about the players’ 

The behind-closed-doors story of how the NFL and players  
forged a shaky alliance over the national anthem as owners 
navigated the collision of financial worries and social activism. 
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concerns but had little patience for the protests, 

called 49ers GM John Lynch the Saturday before the 

meeting. He told him that if safety Eric Reid, one of 

the most ardent protesters, knelt the next day, he 

shouldn’t “bother to show up” at the players-owners 

meeting because nobody would take him seriously, 

according to people briefed on the call. Reid knelt 

anyway. And he intended to show up. 

Just before Reid and the other players and union 

leadership arrived, talk among the owners turned to 

a final issue, small but symbolic: the seating ar-

rangement. In collective bargaining negotiations, 

the owners sat opposite players and union represen-

tatives. But Goodell told the owners their job that 

morning was to listen; the session was not a nego-

tiation or anything that could be resolved by a quid 

pro quo. The owners decided the meeting would 

have to start with the tiniest of gestures:

We’ll sit side by side with the players.

THE NIGHT BEFORE that meeting, Jerry Jones stood in 

a suite at Yankee Stadium, watching the Yankees play 

the Astros in the ALCS but also, perhaps, catching a 

terrifying glimpse into his future. The Cowboys are 

what the Yankees once were: America’s most iconic 

team in America’s most iconic—and patriotic—sport. 

Jones was a man at the pinnacle of his profession that 

chilly night, the Hall of Fame owner whose power 

among his peers is drawn from a relentless skill at 

growing the NFL’s total revenues and the guile to 

outmuscle everyone. But those who have spoken with 

him sense a dull panic, as if so much of what the NFL 

has built—what he has built since buying the Cow-

boys in 1989—is eroding. Jones and his fellow owners 

had arrived in New York that day like heads of state, 

setting up shop at the Four Seasons and in their own 

apartments with a clear agenda: Stop Trump from 

attacking our business. Find a way to persuade play-

ers to stop kneeling. Get the focus back to football. 

But the owners had far different ideas about how 

to accomplish such difficult goals, according to near-

ly two dozen interviews Outside the Lines conducted 

with owners, league and team executives, players and 

lawyers briefed on the two days of closed-door meet-

ings. For one thing, this was not the usual scandal or 

crisis the league could fight in the court system or the 

court of public opinion and then march away from. 

The game itself had come under a monthlong attack 

by the president of the United States, with no letting 

up. It was also a prickly regional problem. The play-

ers’ protests and the president’s criticism played far 

differently in New England and California than they 

did in Texas, where Jones and Houston Texans own-

er Bob McNair were fielding an avalanche of com-

plaints from outraged fans. This time, Goodell didn’t 
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have to simply manage owners’ bruised egos and 

simmering feuds; this was a national political crisis 

threatening the league’s business and its brand, seen 

through a different lens by each owner depending on 

his or her own political leanings and each team’s fan 

base. It would require leadership, diplomacy and, 

most likely, a little luck.

Yet in many ways, the meetings would be a refer-

endum on the same argument owners have been 

holding in private meetings for years: What is the 

NFL’s identity? Is it a strict entertainment company 

that Jones and others envision, controlling the be-

havior of its players in service of its financial bottom 

line? Or should it attempt to transform itself into a 

more socially conscious league that would strive, 

through the forging of a rare and fragile owners-

players partnership in this moment, to use its mam-

moth platform to try to change society for the good, 

even if the cost of that process, slow and compli-

cated, would likely be measured in short-term  
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WEEK 5
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declining popularity and lower revenues?

Some owners left the Yankees game early, seeking 

a good night’s sleep before the meeting with the play-

ers the next morning. Jones could afford to stay out 

late. Goodell had personally decided which owners 

would attend, and he had not invited Jones. The com-

missioner, sources say, wanted to prevent the players-

owners meeting from devolving into an argument 

about whether a player should be benched if he 

kneels—an argument that was more likely to break 

out if Jones attended. For his part, Jones, who de-

clined comment for this story, didn’t seem bothered. 

He beamed in the Yankee Stadium suite alongside his 

oldest son, Stephen, masking worries over what was 

now at stake for the NFL in 2017. 

Polls show that the protest issue has resonated with 

millions of fans who insist all players should stand for 

the national anthem; some are calling for an NFL 

boycott and vowing to never watch another NFL 

game. Owners are alarmed at how rapidly fans’ out-

rage is eroding many of the league’s key business met-

rics, and executives at some broadcast partners have 

complained to owners about how the NFL lurches 

from crisis to crisis. A recent Morning Consult poll 

revealed that the NFL’s net favorability has dropped 

to 11 percent from a high of 56 percent in May. Jones 

was furious that local TV ratings in Dallas were down, 

especially a 19 percent drop for this year’s game 

against Green Bay, compared with last year’s. “There 

is no question the league is suffering negative effects 

from these protests,” he would tell reporters after the 

Cowboys routed the 49ers. “All times, I want to do the 

right thing by [NFL sponsors] and their customers. 

I have a great responsibility to the people who sup-

port us. … We all get great benefits from having a lot 

of us watching our games. All of us do.” 

Jones arrived in New York to have a good time—

and to deliver a reckoning. The only question was 

whether his billionaire partners and Goodell would 

heed that reckoning. 

AS THE HISTORIC players-owners meeting began, the 

players, led by retired wide receiver Anquan Boldin 

and Eagles safety Malcolm Jenkins, entered the con-

ference room and shook the owners’ hands, an un-

common occurrence at prior tension-filled joint 

meetings. The players took seats side by side with 

the owners. Goodell wanted to put the players at 

ease by allowing every one of their voices to be 

heard. The players said they felt the owners—as a 

collective more than the small group in the room—

were being duplicitous; they were empathetic to 

their concerns behind closed doors but not publicly. 

Fans needed to hear from owners that players who 

knelt or raised fists were good men who loved their 

country, they argued. Messages of support couldn’t 

be delivered only inside the locker rooms. Finally, 

Jets linebacker Demario Davis stood up in the cen-

ter of the room and told owners: “I’m going to break 

it down for you guys. You guys aren’t supporting us, 

and until you do, there’s going to be an issue.”

Davis’ message, and passion, seemed to relieve the 

tension. Falcons owner Arthur Blank later told Davis 

that he’d “missed his calling” as a great public speak-

er. A few owners tried to separate their deep dislike 

of unemployed quarterback Colin Kaepernick, who 

started the protests a little more than a year ago, from 

the players’ broader message: This wasn’t an “anthem 

protest” but rather an “inequality in America” protest. 

Knowing that their motives and message had largely 

been lost in the political chaos, the players told stories 

of their personal connections to the military and 

showed a good grasp of the business problems sud-

denly confronting the league. Left unsaid was the 

warning issued on Oct. 11 by Buccaneers defensive 

tackle Gerald McCoy about forcing players to stand: 

“I think it’s gonna be an uproar if that is to happen, 

because you’re basically taking away a constitutional 

right to freedom of speech.”

League executives tried to show they understood 

the players’ concerns. Several league staff members 

presented a three-pronged action plan: expand the 

My Cause, My Cleats initiative; help convene more 

meetings with lawmakers to ramp up lobbying for 

players’ causes on Capitol Hill and, through the 

clubs, in statehouses across the country; and use the 

NFL’s platform to promote it all. The league had 

scrapped a staff idea to extend an olive branch to 

Kaepernick—who in October filed a collusion claim 

against the owners—by inviting him to visit the 

league headquarters.

The action plan met harsh criticism when it was 

introduced inside the league office the Thursday 

before the owners’ meetings. Anna Isaacson, the 

NFL’s vice president of social responsibility, chief 

marketing officer Dawn Hudson and others had 

presented the plan to Goodell and top executives, 

including public relations chief Joe Lockhart, chief 

operating officer Tod Leiweke, chief media and 

business officer Brian Rolapp and general counsel 

Jeff Pash. Isaacson characterized the plan as a 

chance to seize the social moment and make an im-

pact beyond football. There was also a request for a 

huge marketing budget. The league’s business ex-

ecutives ripped it, accusing Isaacson—who had 

joined the NFL after working in merchandising and 

community relations for minor league baseball’s 

Brooklyn Cyclones—and Hudson of losing sight of 

the goal, which was to persuade all the players to 

stand for the anthem. The plan was “too political,” 

they said, and would invite further attacks by 

Trump. “How could you possibly present this to 

owners?” one executive asked. As the proposal was 

discussed, Goodell remained mostly quiet but 

seethed because he felt the plan was uninspired. 

Neither Goodell nor the business executives liked 

the action plan at that moment, but what worried 

the business execs was that Goodell was not focused 

on what they deemed the priority: the very real fi-

nancial problems facing the NFL. Fact was, they 

were right. Goodell believed that all players should 

stand, but he and Vincent had been working with 

them for more than a year on their concerns, calling 

them individually and holding meetings, and the 

commissioner deeply cared about their cause. 

Now, in the meeting with players, Goodell, despite 

his initial reservations about Isaacson’s plan, sup-

ported it “full bore,” an owner says. Not only that, the 

commissioner moved around the room to guide the 

conversation about its pluses. Many times he told the 

owners they weren’t hearing the players’ core argu-

ments. “We’re all in this together,” Goodell told them. 

The players and the union executives, who have been 

at odds with Goodell for years, were impressed. “It 

was the proudest I’ve ever been in the NFL,” one 

owner said later. This was Goodell leading in a man-

ner they’d rarely seen: He was not playing a zero-sum 

game, he was not risk-averse and his compassion 

clearly lay with the players in the face of severe pres-

sure from hard-line owners and business executives. 

“He did a great job because he didn’t say much,” Blank 

says. “I don’t mean that in a negative way.” 

The players had arrived at NFL headquarters 

wanting to be their own voice rather than have the 

union speak for them. DeMaurice Smith, the play-

ers’ association chief, was uncharacteristically quiet 

As the anthem issue grew, NFL 

commissioner Roger Goodell 

struggled to guide players and 

owners onto the same page.
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during the session, having found a way to move for-

ward on this issue with Goodell after a private meet-

ing at Dulles International Airport on Oct. 3. In a 

similar sort of way, the players concluded that Goodell 

seemed to be speaking for himself more than for 

many owners and even the league—something that 

stunned them because, after all, some players pri-

vately view the commissioner as the puppet of ruth-

less billionaire owners. “There was sincerity on both 

sides,” 49ers CEO Jed York says.

The meeting was going so well that even the unin-

tentionally awkward moments were forgiven. At one 

point, Bills co-owner Terry Pegula, moved by Anquan 

Boldin’s story about his cousin being shot and killed 

by a police officer, complimented him on how impres-

sive he was but kept calling him “Antwan.” Then Pe-

gula suggested that Boldin would be the perfect NFL 

spokesman on social issues not only because he had 

walked away from the game to pursue causes but be-

cause, the owner said, it couldn’t be a “white owner 

but needs to be someone who’s black.” 

Some people quickly glanced at one another; oth-

ers looked down, cringing. But the discussion re-

sumed, and soon the session was running so long—

by 90 minutes—that nobody knew how to end it. At 

one point, Robert Kraft mumbled to the two Jets 

players seated on either side of him, “Can we just 

shut the f--- up and end this?” Everyone on that side 

of the table laughed, and the optics of the Patriots’ 

owner laughing with two players from his team’s 

rival seemed to have accomplished the mission. 

But it was hard to tell if it was just optics. Short-

ly after 1 p.m., Goodell and Smith stepped out of 

the session to tell Lockhart and union spokesman 

George Atallah to craft a joint NFL-NFLPA state-

ment, a symbol of rare cooperation. 

Players were still skeptical that the owners and 

league executives beyond Goodell were motivated 

to act—a week later, Chargers tackle Russell Okung 

would label the league’s lack of urgency “disappoint-

ing” and say the players-owners meeting appeared 

“unproductive at best and disingenuous at worst.” 

Before everyone left the room that afternoon, Da-

vis made one last point: how important it had been 

that acting Jets owner Chris Johnson, the brother of 

Woody Johnson, now Trump’s ambassador to the 

United Kingdom, had visited with every player in 

the locker room to hear their concerns. 

“Guys will stand up if you hear them,” Davis told 

the owners.

TWO HOURS LATER, those 11 owners joined their 

counterparts and league executives in a third-floor 

conference room at the Conrad Hotel in lower Man-

hattan. It was uncertain and tense. Most pro-stand 

owners, like Dan Snyder of the Redskins, had been 

purposefully excluded from the players’ meeting. 

Inside the conference room, Goodell kicked off the 

session by asking each of the 11 owners to give an 

account of the players’ meeting. Nearly all offered 

slight variations on the same theme: It was a very 

good session; the players were passionate and very 

impressive; we’ve got a lot of work to do to address 

their concerns and to use the NFL platform to address 

these difficult social, racial and justice issues. The 

mandate to stand wasn’t mentioned. Goodell didn’t 

interrupt anyone, and he summed it up by saying that 

the two sides were “on a good path to a partnership.” 

Goodell then opened the floor to discussion, and 

something surprising happened: Nobody debated. 

Jones asked a pair of benign questions about the pro-

cess for Isaacson’s proposal, a far different occur-

rence than in the committee meetings three weeks 

earlier when, according to an owner, he had “hi-

jacked” the protest discussion. Owners were stunned. 

“OK,” Goodell said, “let’s move on and we’ll come 

back to this.” The meeting broke around 5 p.m., and 

many of the owners left for the night believing that 

the ones who hated the protests most had relented. 

But Goodell had purposefully tabled the discussion 

out of deference to Jones, giving him the evening to 

speak to owners and gauge the support for a league-

wide mandate to stand. 

AT THE CONRAD on Wednesday, Day 2 of the meetings 

began with most owners and team executives back 

inside the third-floor conference room. While league 

staffers reviewed mundane legal matters and pored 

over a PowerPoint presentation showcasing this sea-

son’s declining TV ratings, a strange suspense lin-

gered over the session, given that the anthem issue 

remained unresolved: What would Jerry Jones say? 

By late morning, Goodell finally moved the dis-

cussion to the protests. It was a “special privileged 

session,” with only owners plus one adviser allowed. 

Snyder spoke first. He said that there were real busi-

ness issues at stake, and he mentioned that in his 

market, the defense industry and other sponsors 

were angry about the protests. He didn’t put any 

dollars on it. To many in the room, Snyder’s speech 

felt like an opening act for the headlining band. 

After Snyder sat down, Jones stood and left no 

question that it was his floor. “I’m the ranking own-

er here,” he said.

At first, some in the room admired Jones’ pure 
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bravado, the mix of folksy politician and visionary 

salesman he has perfected. But he was angry. He 

said the owners had to take the business impact se-

riously, as the league was threatened by a polarizing 

issue it couldn’t contain or control. To some in the 

room, it was clear Jones was trying to build momen-

tum for an anthem mandate resolution, and in the 

words of one owner, “he brought up a lot of fair 

points.” Jones believed he was one of the few show-

ing any urgency on the matter and seemed to be 

more frustrated that not everybody was listening 

than he was passionate about the mandate. 

As Jones spoke, Snyder mumbled out loud, “See, 

Jones gets it—96 percent of Americans are for guys 

standing,” a claim some dismissed as a grand over-

statement. McNair, a multimillion-dollar Trump 

campaign contributor, spoke next, echoing many of 

the same business concerns. “We can’t have the in-

mates running the prison,” McNair said.

That statement stunned some in the room. Then 

Kraft, who is close friends with Trump, politely re-

buked them, saying he supported the league’s mar-

keting proposal and predicted that the issue would 

work itself out over time. This argument seemed to 

find a receptive audience in the room. An unofficial 

count had only nine owners in favor of a mandate, 

though the reasons for the opposition varied: Some 

owners had tired of Jones always commandeering 

such meetings; some were jealous of his power and 

eager to see him go down; some saw the players-

must-stand mandate as bad policy to invoke in the 

middle of the season; some owners were angry with 

Jones’ hard-line public stance on kneeling, feeling 

that it had backed them all into a corner. “The ma-

jority of owners understand this is important to the 

players and want to be supportive, even if they don’t 

exactly know how to be supportive,” one owner says. 

Now, suddenly, Jones found himself in an unfa-

miliar position: He wasn’t getting his way. He knew 

it, and everyone knew it. Like the numerous reasons 

behind the protests, the business concerns were nu-

anced—one major sponsor had threatened to pull 

out if the NFL were to issue a mandate to stand. York 

spoke next. Though Jones and Snyder were angry 

with him—they felt that if he had forced Kaepernick 

to stand a year ago, this crisis could have been avert-

ed—York and Jeffrey Lurie of the Eagles had 

emerged as thoughtful leaders. Knowing that many 

of the players who were still kneeling were on his 

49ers, York emphasized that he understood the 

business concerns and that each market was differ-

ent, and that he had been talking to his players for a 

long time and would continue to do so. Lurie had 

spoken up during the meeting, supporting the play-

ers’ right to kneel. 

After the owners finished, Troy Vincent stood up. 

He was offended by McNair’s characterization of the 

players as “inmates.” Vincent said that in all his years 

of playing in the NFL—during which, he said, he had 

been called every name in the book, including the 

N-word—he never felt like an “inmate.”

It was starting to get nasty. Vincent and Jones had 

a sharp but quick back-and-forth, with Jones finally 

reminding the room that rather than league office 

vice presidents, it was he and fellow owners who had 

helped build the NFL’s $15 billion-a-year business 

and they would ultimately decide what to do. McNair 

later pulled Vincent aside and apologized, saying he 

felt horrible and that his words weren’t meant to be 

taken literally, which Vincent appreciated. The meet-

ings were already running long and were ending on 

a raw note— and there were more agenda items to hit. 

For the second time in a month, a few frustrated own-

ers grumbled about Lockhart, angry that the league 

was, as usual, appearing to be reactive in a public 

relations sense in the face of a crippling crisis. League 

executives worried that during upcoming events—

Veterans Day and the NFL’s Salute to Service—pro-

military groups might stage protests. 

Goodell left the meeting room to be ushered to a 

news conference. The final topic of a long morning 

was the most salient one: the commissioner’s next 

contract. Jones is not technically on the six-person 

committee that determines Goodell’s compensation, 

but he has willed himself onto it. And so, before ev-

eryone could leave, he spoke for 20 minutes, delving 

into all of the league’s problems that everyone knew 

by heart. He wanted Goodell’s contract to be more 

incentive-based than it is. “This is the most one-sided 

contract ever,” he said. This speech, like the one ear-

lier in the day by him, was not vintage Jones: His 

usual annoying but endearing Jerryisms were re-

placed by a palpable urgency; it seemed to a few own-

ers as if only Jones could see that an opportunity to 

regain control of the league was slipping away. 

As Jones spoke, a few owners wondered what ex-

actly had been accomplished during the week in New 

York. Had Goodell won? Had the players won? Had 

Jones lost? For most, it was enough that the owners 

and players had come together and that perhaps the 

promise of their newly formed partnership would 

bury the desire of some players to take a knee or raise 

their fists again. As a top league executive remarked 

when it was over, it took a president’s attacks to get 

everyone to come together—or at least agree to keep 

talking, as they were set to do at the next owners-

players summit, scheduled for Oct. 31, a meeting that 

the players invited Kaepernick to attend.

Just after 2 p.m., the New York meetings ad-

journed, two hours late. Owners filed out to meet in 

the lobby with reporters, explaining the league’s baby 

steps toward turning “protest into progress.” All of the 

reporters waited for Jones. A day earlier, he had tried 

to duck underneath a staircase at the hotel to avoid 

them, but about two dozen reporters swarmed, ready 

to assume their common position of being his rapt 

audience. But Jones didn’t stop walking. He searched 

for a way out of the hotel and hit a dead end before 

turning back and going down an escalator. Jones likes 

to talk the most when he’s selling. For now, at least, he 

had nothing to sell. But there was a very real sense 

that he wasn’t done fighting, not on the anthem, not 

on Goodell’s contract and not on his worries about the 

NFL’s future. As he left the meeting room, Jerry Jones 

was silent. And then he was gone, slipping out a hotel 

side door and out of New York, where so much had 

been discussed and so little had been decided. 

“WE CAN’T HAVE THE INMATES 
RUNNING THE PRISON.” 

  BOB MCNAIR, TEXANS OWNER, DURING AN 
  NFL MEETING DISCUSSING PLAYER PROTESTS
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HAVE YOU HEARD HOW BAD QBS ARE THESE DAYS? Sure you have! Maybe it was from a fan of the Browns or 49ers (or Jaguars or 

Vikings or Dolphins or Ravens … or did we mention the Browns?). But wrap your leather helmet around this instead: What 

you’re witnessing is an unprecedented era in QB history. • A 40-year-old Tom Brady leading the NFL in passing and six likely 

Hall of Fame starters over 35? Hasn’t happened before. An NFL draft likely to have its top three picks be QBs? Rarely been done. 

A free agent class that could include the likes of Kirk Cousins and Drew Brees? Haven’t seen it. A crop of under-25s like Dak 

Prescott, Deshaun Watson and Carson Wentz all rewriting the record books? Extraordinary. • No, this isn’t the end of the road 

for QBs. What it is, in fact, is a crossroads—and a turning point to fill the fans of all 32 teams* with hope. (*Yes, even the Browns.)
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the way it happens to boxers. He had been 

baited into throwing a pass to the wrong 

man, and suddenly he stood exposed, with 

not only the play but nature itself turning 

against him. His teammates seemed to have 

disappeared; he was the last man in position 

to stop the wrong man from running all the 

way down the field and turning the game 

into a rout. He tried his best, as he always 

does, but he was alone against a younger, 

faster opponent, and when he dove, he 

missed by a foot rather than by an inch and 

appeared simply to fall down, in pieces. Even 

those who root against him might then have 

pitied him, because it was one of those mo-

ments when the essence of sport is revealed 

Q U A R T E R B A C K S  A T  A  C R O S S R O A D S
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to be cruelly and coldly biological: Tom 

Brady, in the course of throwing a pick-six to 

Robert Alford of the Falcons in the second 

quarter of Super Bowl LI, had grown old.

Later, in the fourth quarter, Brady threw 

another pass over the middle to Alford. It was 

worse than the pick-six. Brady wasn’t 

tricked; he was forcing the ball into traffic 

with the game on the line. This time, though, 

Alford didn’t catch it. This time the ball car-

omed off his fingertips, still in play. It went 

up, came down, and Brady’s intended re-

ceiver, Julian Edelman, leaped for it. He 

grabbed at it, but then so did gravity, and the 

ball fell toward the ground. But it didn’t land 

on the ground. It landed on a trivet of Alford’s 

splayed legs and Ricardo Allen’s outstretched 

arms, and Edelman got his hands under it, in 

one of those moments when the essence of 

sport is revealed to be cosmic. By the mea-

sure of a vibrating inch, Tom Brady had over-

turned the verdict of time.

THE OLDEST STORY in sports is not an athlete 

dying young. The oldest story in sports is an 

athlete getting old and playing past his 

prime, somehow hoping to avoid the inevi-

table. In September, Tom Brady released a 

book titled The TB12 Method: How to 

Achieve a Lifetime of Peak Performance, in 

which he attempts to rewrite the oldest 

story in sports. It is a brief against the in-

evitable, irresistible not because it supplies 

its readers with their own blueprint for 

beating the clock or because it provides ac-

cess to the teachings of Brady’s fitness ad-

viser and business partner Alex Guerrero, 

but rather because Brady is living his meth-

od, and we don’t know how his story ends.

Of course, we know how he wants it to end. 

In an interview with ESPN the day after the 

Patriots played the Falcons in a mid-October 

Super Bowl rematch, he says, “I want to play 

for a long time,” as if he were at the start of his 

career rather than near the end. Indeed, the 

18-year veteran said this year that he wants 

to play until he’s 45. He wants to win a couple 

of more Super Bowls so his already unprec-

edented career is impossible to replicate. But 

his on-the-field ambitions might be a mere 

prelude to what he wants to achieve off the 

field, because The TB12 Method captures a 

man attempting to transform himself from a 

transcendent figure in sports to a transcen-

dent figure in the culture.

Brady declares that he is “on a mission” 

and wants to “inspire a movement.” That his 

movement is about something he calls “pli-

ability”—muscles trained to become “long, 

soft and primed” instead of “short, dense 

and stiff”—is less telling than the moral case 

he makes for it. “Pliability is not just for elite 

athletes,” he writes. “It’s for anyone who 

wants to live a vital life for as long as possi-

ble.” The Method is not of the locker room. 

Instead, it reflects the values of a global elite 

for which human longevity is human des-

tiny, and of which Brady and his wife, Gisele 

Bundchen, are members in good standing.

There is just one catch to all this: To tran-

scend football, Brady has to keep playing it. 

He has made himself a test case—the test 

case—for the ideas that form the foundation 

of TB12, his brand. “If you want proof that 

pliability and the TB12 Method works, I’m 

it,” he writes. He doesn’t just want to play 

until he’s 45; he has to play until he’s 45, or 

else he’s not Tom Brady, architect of the im-

possible. Up against aging, injury and, al-

most certainly, the long-range plans of his 

future Hall of Fame coach, Bill Belichick, 

Brady is playing a dangerous game within a 

dangerous game, and before he transcends 

football, he has to manage a feat almost as 

rare and unlikely: He has to survive it, with 

his body, his brain and his dignity intact.

ON THE WEEK 7 night when the Patriots and 

Falcons meet, New England enters the 

game at 4–2, in a 2017 season distinguished 

by its rate of attrition across the NFL, with 

elite player after elite player finding talent 

no protection from injury. Brady himself 

has acknowledged how often he’s been hit 

as the season has worn on; he is said to be 

playing with an aching left shoulder, and 

when, early in the game, he moves out of the 

pocket and throws deep to a receiver, the 

pass finds its fluttering way, once again, into 

the hands of Robert Alford.

But then Brady gets a reprieve. As he let 

go of the ill-fated ball, he was hit hard and 

high, and, in the context of the 2017 season, 

yet again, by the Falcons’ Adrian Clayborn. 

Barring a dramatic collapse, 
Brady’s record after his age-38 
season will be difficult for future 
40-somethings to match.
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Brady’s record since his age-38 season 
(through Week 7), with 79 touchdowns 
and 11 interceptions.
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Clayborn is called for roughing the passer. 

Two plays later, Brady proves what every 

coach in the NFL already knows—that he is 

a man who makes the most of second chanc-

es—and tosses a touchdown pass to Bran-

din Cooks. The rout is on, with a pass 

thrown to Alford once again emblematic of 

the smiling face of fortune in Brady’s career, 

except for this: He won a reprieve from an 

errant throw.

He did not win a reprieve from another 

hard shot to his head. 

TAKE A LOOK at him, at the Boston convention 

center, back in June. He is sharing a stage 

with two friends, Edelman and Tony Rob-

bins, at one of Robbins’ motivational extrav-

aganzas. It is four months after Brady’s fifth 

Super Bowl win, a day after the conclusion 

of the Patriots’ minicamp, and he looks as 

relaxed as it is possible for him to look, his 

crisp denim shirt open over his clean white 

tee. When Robbins, smiling toothily in his 

headset, leads the crowd in rhythmic clap-

ping, Brady gamely claps along. He is wear-

ing his own headset, smiling his own toothy 

smile, and he appears for all the world to be 

an aging athlete doing what aging athletes 

have always done—trying to find a way off 

the field by turning himself into a salesman.

Now take another look, keeping some-

thing very important in mind. He is Tom 

Freaking Brady, and so he is no more a stan-

dard-issue jock-turned-pitchman than he 

is a standard-issue NFL quarterback. Sure, 

he has something to sell, The TB12 Method 

and all its associated paraphernalia, from a 

$250 resistance band kit to a $200 cook-

book. But he is not just hawking his wares; 

he is trying to start a movement. And so 

asks Brady why he created TB12, he answers 

that he has been motivated by watching his 

idols fall. “Joe Montana had to retire be-

cause his body didn’t hold up,” he says. 

“Steve Young had to retire because he kept 

getting head injuries.” Brady seems to imply 

that he can somehow avoid their fates by 

rigorous practice of the TB12 Method. And 

now in his book, he states outright that the 

responsibility for injury rests in part with 

the injured. “When athletes get injured, 

they shouldn’t blame their sport—or their 

age,” he writes. “Injuries happen when our 

bodies are unable to absorb or disperse the 

amount of force placed on them.” 

He is challenging himself to accomplish 

feats unprecedented and miracles untold, 

and he is defending the game of football with 

the determination of a man defending his 

own legacy. His message is unmistakable: 

Football helps those who help themselves.

“THERE’S ALWAYS THIS baseline balance for 

me to find before every game,” Brady says in 

the interview after the Falcons game. “Really, 

our goal with the book that I wrote was to 

describe all of those things. … I’ve been do-

ing it for so long it’s not hard for me to un-

derstand. It’s very simple, and it’s probably 

more frustrating that more people don’t just 

understand it.” 

The TB12 Method is Brady’s first real book, 

but there is little surprise in the fact that it 

doesn’t take the form of a memoir, an auto-

biography or a tell-all—that it isn’t even re-

ally about Brady. Never in the business of 

self-revelation, he reveals nothing in his 

book except that he is very much in the busi-

ness of Tom Brady. Still, The TB12 Method is 

an exercise in unintentional self-disclosure.

Robbins and Edelman are on hand not sim-

ply as friends, or even as comrades in arms. 

Robbins is a mentor, a glimpse of what 

Brady wants to become. Edelman is a dis-

ciple, an initiate into the mysteries of the 

TB12 Method. And the three men, seated 

onstage and rhythmically clapping, repre-

sent a tableau of belief, even when Robbins 

asks Brady about the minicamp.

“I walked off the field at practice and 

thought, ‘I am the worst quarterback in the 

NFL,’” Brady says. “‘How could I have pos-

sibly made those throws? How could I be so 

dumb to do that?’” He smiles impeccably. 

“If it’s not perfect for me, I lose sleep.”

It is hard to believe him when he talks like 

this. But he makes it hard to disbelieve him, 

because there is no way to explain his career 

without resorting to the inexplicable, and 

because he so clearly believes the unbeliev-

able to the bottom of his soul. No matter 

what he happens to say, he means every 

word. He tells Robbins’ audience the story 

of how he came to the Patriots as the 199th 

player in the 2000 NFL draft, with no one 

but him believing he had a chance to replace 

Drew Bledsoe as the starting quarterback. 

It is not just a story he has told many times 

before; it is the only story he has ever told, 

yet the audience is rapt because the people 

know there’s a miracle at the end.

So take one more look at him as he tells of 

how his belief in himself was tested by 

struggle and then hardened into an impla-

cable will, and of how that will now finds its 

perfect expression in the creation of the 

TB12 Method. It is one month after Bund-

chen told the world her husband has a his-

tory of undiagnosed concussions, including 

one he suffered last season. When Robbins 

Brady credits fitness 
guru Alex Guerrero 
(above right) with 
helping him to 
achieve the peak 

“pliability” that’s 
extending his career.  
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The man who gazes at us from the book’s 

cover is a fair-skinned Californian, who af-

ter spending the better part of his life in the 

elements has somehow acquired nary a line 

or wrinkle, not a scar nor even, for that mat-

ter, a freckle. It is not so much that he looks 

young as that he refuses to look old. When 

his wife mentioned his concussions, she did 

so once and never again, and Brady has bat-

ted away questions about long-term neuro-

logical effects as “none of your business.” 

The word “concussion” never appears in 

The TB12 Method. The phrase “brain inju-

ries” does, but only when Brady is talking 

about techniques to “get ahead and stay 

ahead” of them, “especially in the off sea-

son.” He answers questions about concus-

sions by saying that his body is none of your 

business even as he begins to build a busi-

ness around his body.

It has become customary to think of Brady 

as an athlete without limits, one who over-

turns expectation by refusing to concede an 

inch to anyone else’s idea of the inevitable. 

But The TB12 Method offers a portrait of a 

ferociously limited human being, albeit the 

world’s “most hydrated” one. Every day, he 

wakes up at 6 in the morning and immedi-

ately drinks 20 ounces of purified water, 

augmented with TB12 electrolytes, which, 

as he tells us, contain the “72 trace minerals” 

generally lost in perspiration. As a result, he 

says, he is so well-hydrated that “even with 

adequate exposure to the sun, I won’t get 

sunburned,” and he presumes that the mus-

cles under his skin look like “beautiful ten-

derloins” instead of “shriveled jerky.” He 

trains about four hours a day, and on most 

days, he “does pliability” with Guerrero, 

who, with hands capable of generating “50 

newtons of force in a single finger”—about 

11 pounds—applies “targeted pressure” to 

Brady’s muscles. “On the rare occasions 

when I don’t have the benefit of working 

with Alex,” he either does “partner-pliability” 

or goes solo with a jar of coconut oil he ap-

plies himself and a TB12 “vibrating sphere.” 

He eats abstemiously, with few portion sizes 

bigger than the palm of his hand, but also 

with a purpose, to maintain the “alkalinity” 

of his body. And he sleeps in the same deter-

minedly therapeutic fashion, repairing to 

bed at 9 each night in a room uncontami-

nated by either technology or pet dander. He 

keeps a glass of water by his bedside and 

sleeps, famously, in TB12 “bioceramic recov-

ery wear,” which is also for sale from TB12 

and which Brady also considers part of a 

“movement”—the “tech-enabled apparel and 

sleepwear” movement.

Last year, he writes, he was so pleased with 

how he was throwing at a workout that “I 

remember thinking, ‘My ability to sustain my 

peak performance over the past 10 years is 

almost unbelievable to me.’” With his “oxy-

gen-rich blood” and his muscles “firing at 100 

percent,” he can now afford to say “I rarely get 

fatigued, I never get headaches and I never 

cramp.” He all but pronounces himself invul-

nerable. He is not one of them, the irrepara-

bly damaged players we’ve come to pity even 

as we root them on. “I can recover from Sun-

day’s game significantly faster than players 

who may be 10 or 15 years younger than me,” 

he writes. But the stakes are even larger—

and the odds even longer—than that, be-

cause Brady seems to be asking his readers 

to acknowledge not simply that he can re-

cover but that he is unscathed, as if he were 

not playing in Sunday’s games at all. “In fact, 

two years ago, I took a hit on my knee during 

a practice, requiring an MRI. The doctors 

who read the MRI joked afterward that my 

knee looked so healthy, they seriously doubt-

ed I played professional football.”

BRADY WRITES, “SUSTAINED peak perfor-

mance isn’t about luck” and claims that 

“much of the success I’ve been lucky enough 

to have in my career I owe to a lifelong ‘will-

over-skill’ mindset.” However, if Alford had 

caught the ball Brady threw to him instead 

of Edelman, or if the ball had followed its 

natural course and fallen to the turf instead 

of being held up by a thicket of arms and 

legs—or if Pete Carroll had just handed the 

ball to Marshawn Lynch in Super Bowl 

XLIX—we might be having an entirely dif-

ferent conversation about Tom Brady. He 

wouldn’t be an immortal, and instead of 

“I NEVER GET HEADACHES, 
AND I NEVER CRAMP.Ó
BRADY, FROM HIS BOOK
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talking about the efficacy of the TB12 Meth-

od in prolonging prime performance, we’d 

be shaking our heads about another NFL 

great reduced to chasing his own ghost. 

Brady didn’t only get good against Seattle 

and Atlanta, he also got lucky.

Luck has not always gone his way. David 

Tyree ended Brady’s dream of an undefeat-

ed 2007 season when he caught Eli Man-

ning’s desperate heave against his helmet, a 

catch at least as improbable as Edelman’s. 

And at the start of 2008, Brady tore two 

ligaments in his left knee, an injury so se-

vere there were doubts about his ability to 

recover. When he suffered complications 

from surgery, he hired Guerrero, with whom 

he had worked in the past, to find a better 

way. Now Brady credits Guerrero’s “genius.” 

He hugs him when he sees him and calls 

him “Alejandro.” He overlooked issues in 

Guerrero’s past—Guerrero paid a judgment 

to the Federal Trade Commission to settle 

charges that he claimed dietary supple-

ments could help cure cancer—and went 

into business with him. He also brought 

teammates into his TB12 fold, mostly con-

verting a circle of players that includes 

Danny Amendola, Dont’a Hightower, Rob 

Gronkowski and, of course, Edelman. 

To what extent does Brady now think he 

controls his fate? “The moment another 

player’s helmet makes contact with my 

body, my muscles are pliable enough to ab-

sorb what’s happening instantly,” he writes. 

“My brain is thinking only lengthen and 

soften and disperse before my body absorbs 

and disperses the impact evenly and I hit 

the ground.” Or, more simply, as he puts it 

in the interview, “I know my focus on pli-

ability has helped me avoid so many injuries 

and bounce back so quickly from hits.”

Yet he remains an NFL player, and for any 

NFL player, the cruel whims of the game are 

not restricted to what happens on the field, 

especially when he’s a New England Patriot 

and plays for a man with a formidable meth-

od of his own. 

BILL BELICHICK IS the coldest decision maker 

the game has ever known. He is a virtuoso 

strategist, but the essence of the Belichick 

Method is not only about plays but also 

BELICHICK HAS TOLD FRIENDS HE’S 
CONFIDENT HE CAN WIN A SUPER 
BOWL WITH JIMMY GAROPPOLO.
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about personnel, and knowing the earliest 

possible moment to let go of players who 

make the mistake of thinking they’re indis-

pensable. For the better part of two decades, 

Brady has stood as the exemplar of the 

Belichick Method, the coldest quarterback 

for the coldest coach. But he has also stood 

as its test, a question that one day Belichick 

would have to answer, the ultimate inevita-

bility of his and Brady’s careers.

Belichick appeared to have come up with 

his answer in 2014, when, in Brady’s own 

words, “the youth had worn off ” and the 

quarterback was still trying to adjust his 

game after five years of postseason struggle. 

Smart defensive coaches had started chal-

lenging him, clogging the middle of the field 

in order to force him to throw outside. In 

2013, Brady’s yards per attempt had fallen to 

6.92, his lowest since 2006, and he complet-

ed only 17 of 68 throws beyond 20 yards. “We 

gotta be able to throw downfield,” Belichick 

said, according to people on his staff, and 

though Brady, working with Guerrero, was 

already starting to talk about playing into his 

40s—prompting eye rolls from some Patriots 

staffers—that wasn’t the question that con-

sumed New England personnel evaluators. 

The question was whether his skills were in 

irrevocable decline, and in the 2014 draft, 

Belichick seemed to come up with an answer 

by drafting Jimmy Garoppolo in the second 

round, the first signal that he was personally 

invested in a future that did not include Tom 

Brady and that the Belichick Method would 

never give way to mere sentiment.

The Chiefs drubbed the Patriots on Mon-

day night early in the 2014 season, and 

Brady played so poorly—so creakily—that 

talk turned to whether he was, at long last, 

finished. A few days later, Belichick asked 

running backs coach Ivan Fears to speak to 

the team. Fears spoke about the importance 

of attitude, then turned to Brady and, with 

the entire team looking on, said, “Your body 

language reeks of fear.”

In response, Brady did what Brady does: 

He willed himself to get better. He says he 

“doesn’t remember” Fears saying that to him, 

but he will always remember the necessity, 

at that moment, for mental toughness. “It’s 

an attitude adjustment,” he says. “Not ever 

being satisfied. Things obviously have not 

been easy for me in my career.” 

What ensued over the next three seasons 

was arguably the greatest sustained perfor-

mance by an aging athlete in the eternal 

history of athletes growing old—a perfor-

mance so consummate that it convinced 

Brady that, thanks to the TB12 Method, he 

wasn’t really aging at all. Brady credited 

Guerrero for keeping his body intact, and 

Guerrero credited himself, but the Patriots 

credited adjustments Brady had made to his 

game. He wasn’t too proud to throw the ball 

into the dirt at the first sign of danger, and 

he wasn’t getting hit as much. And when the 

team saw how fresh his arm was at the end 

of a 2016 season that began with his serving 

a four-game suspension, talk among the 

coaches turned to the question that will fol-

low Brady as long as he plays: Can he do 16 

games again?

Belichick is seeking to secure an immor-

tality of his own. No one knows how much 

longer he’ll coach, but his friends give him 

two or three more years, enough to ensure 

that his two sons, Stephen and Brian, both 

Patriots assistants, are secure, and possibly 

long enough to establish a truly dynastic 

succession. He has told friends that he 

wants to coach Garoppolo as a starter and 

that he is confident he can win a champion-

ship with him. But that would require him 

to decouple himself from the player who has 

changed his life and his legacy.

Would he actually do it?

Would he actually move on from TB12? Is 

Brady’s margin so slim that only another Su-

per Bowl win might ensure a roster spot in 

2018? And would owner Robert Kraft—after 

internal and external fallout from waving the 

white flag in Deflategate—let Belichick let 

Brady go should his skills relent to time? 

Brady has often found himself in the middle 

of a conflict between the Patriots and Guer-

rero, with Guerrero blaming the team’s train-

ers for injuries some of his clients have  

suffered and with Belichick making it re-

soundingly clear that Guerrero has no actual 

role on his staff. “There’s a collision coming,” 

a friend of Belichick’s says, and Brady is 

aware of the competing legacies at the heart 

of the Patriots’ historic success. He says now 

that he “hopes” he doesn’t play for anyone 

else, but “I’m also not naive to think I can’t.”

And Brady is not the only one to have 

written a book. At the end of his 2005 col-

laboration with David Halberstam, The 

Education of a Coach, Belichick makes a 

case for luck as a prerequisite for greatness 

and uses Brady as the prime example. When 

Brady was suspended at the beginning of 

2016, Garoppolo took his place, in an echo 

of the start of Brady’s career. Garoppolo 

played well, but it is hard to say whether it 

was for want of luck or willpower that he 

lasted only five and a half quarters before 

being knocked out with a shoulder injury 

and eventually giving way to Tom Brady and 

the Method.

ONE DAY LAST year, the two scientists whose 

company created the software product Brain 

HQ were surprised by a phone call that came 

to their office in San Francisco. It was Alex 

Guerrero, telling them Tom Brady was using 

the brain exercises they’d been developing, 

and they were surprised for a couple of rea-

sons. First, Brady wanted to meet them. And 

second, he was not using the exercises in 

ways for which they were intended. “We im-

prove people who need improvement,” says 

Henry Mahncke, CEO of Posit Science. “Old 

people, people who’ve suffered cognitive 

damage, but not a guy at the top of his game 

using our exercises to get better.”

So Mahncke and Posit Science founder 

Michael Merzernich flew to Boston and vis-

ited Brady and Guerrero at the TB12 train-

ing center. “The first thing that was pretty 

wild was that they had a personal team of 

neuroscientists,” Mahncke says. “And we’re 

like, ‘This is the kind of thing you can do 

when you’re the greatest quarterback of all 

time.’ But what he told us was pretty strik-

ing. He said, ‘I’m at the point where I want 

to be the best in every possible way. I came 

across the exercises in Popular Science, and 

I can already see the difference in my brain 

function. This kind of brain training is like 

physical conditioning. It can help anyone.’

“That’s just not how we thought of brain 

training before,” Mahncke says. “If you have 

bad cognitive function, we can help you. But 

Tom was using the same exercises that people 

Q U A R T E R B A C K S  A T  A  C R O S S R O A D S

At least one friend 

of Bill Belichick’s 

thinks the TB12 

Method is on a 

collision course 

with the Belichick 

Method.
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sounds grandiose. But after the Falcons re-

match, he puts the fight in a humble context:

“The reality for me is not how long I want 

to live but the quality of life. I love playing 

football, I love everything about it, I want to 

do it for a long time. And at the end of that, 

I still want to do all the things I love to do. 

And that’s what it’s about for me. It’s about 

doing what I love to do for as long as I’m 

here. You can’t take any of these days for 

granted. But I also want to do what I have 

to do to prevent long-term damage to my 

body playing sports. Afterward, I still want 

to be able to ski, to surf, and do the things I 

love to do. I still want to be able to throw the 

ball around with my kids and play soccer in 

the backyard and have fun in life.”

It’s not that Brady wants what no one else 

has. He wants what everyone else has, or 

thinks they have. He toys with the notion of 

immortality because, as a human being who 

has played nearly 300 games in the NFL, his 

mortality is demonstrably accelerated and 

actuarially advanced. To do a job for as long 

as he loves and to stay whole, it doesn’t seem 

like much to ask. But of course, it is asking 

for the world. 

WHAT WOULD COUNT as a failure for Tom 

Brady? Playing until he’s 41 instead of play-

ing until he’s 45? Never winning another 

Super Bowl? Getting released from the Pa-

triots and spending the last days of his ca-

reer hobbling around for the 49ers, still 

angry that they picked Giovanni Carmazzi 

in the third round of the 2000 draft instead 

of him? Or getting all he wants—playing 

until he’s 45, winning two more Super 

Bowls and outlasting Garoppolo—only to 

discover 15 years later that he has recurring 

headaches and his memory is hazy and he 

can’t follow the route to the nearest TB12 

training center?

None of these scenarios is far-fetched and 

none of these scenarios is inevitable, and the 

scenario that probably scares him the 

most—the one in which, for all his invest-

ment in brain training and bioceramic 

sleepwear, he ends up just another athlete 

staying on a little too long and getting out a 

little too late—is the most likely. He is so 

accustomed to thinking in terms of the im-

possible that he often forgets to think in 

terms of the probable, and he’s so intent on 

thinking in terms of willpower that he miss-

es the simple power inherent in accepting 

one’s fate. People do run out of luck, espe-

cially on the football field. And with the 

Method, he defines unavoidable occurrenc-

es in his sport as failures and risks making 

failures of his teammates and his friends.

So let’s go back to Tom Brady throwing a 

pass to Julian Edelman. This time they’re 

not playing for high stakes in the Super 

Bowl; this time they’re playing for no stakes 

at all, in a preseason game against Detroit. 

Edelman lines up in his familiar place in the 

slot; he dances upfield, then catches a ball 

Brady throws over the middle. It’s an ageless 

play run by two men who have made ageless 

plays their business. Then three Lions close 

in. Edelman tries to do the impossible—he 

tries to evade them all—and when he pivots 

left, his right knee gives out, extending so 

unnaturally that it snaps him into the air 

with the force of a slingshot. He falls to the 

ground and rolls over clutching his knee, in 

an agony of ruin, knowing his season is over.

By Brady’s logic, the injury could not have 

been a matter of luck—there is no luck. It 

could not have been the game—don’t blame 

the game. It has to be a failure of pliability. 

“What will happen when an athlete with 

tight, dense, stiff muscles … runs and makes 

a sharp cut?” he writes. “If these functions 

overload a muscle, bone, tendon or liga-

ment, he will get injured.” But here’s the 

problem: Edelman practices pliability. He 

“certainly gets some deep-force muscle 

work,” Brady says. How then can Edelman 

have failed? 

But then something else happens. Over 

the course of the season, even as Brady 

maintains an MVP-level form, others go 

down—all members of the pliability circle. 

Hightower with a knee issue and a pectoral 

tear. Amendola with a concussion. Gronk 

with a groin problem. Brady himself has an 

aching shoulder. But he not only keeps 

showing up, he keeps prevailing, left alone 

with his Method, his singular talent and his 

unflagging determination. The game might 

never beat TB12. But it will do its best to 

make him the last man standing. 

in much worse condition use. We didn’t have 

to change the science at all. He was just using 

them at a totally different level.” 

Did Brady decide to engage in brain 

training because he felt himself on the verge 

of rising to a new level or because he felt 

himself falling behind as a consequence of 

trauma already suffered? Mahncke didn’t 

know; he had never asked. But he wanted to 

make one thing clear: “I talk to Tom a 

bunch, and this might surprise you, but he 

never talks about concussions, at all.”

But the question holds, because either 

Tom Brady is a football player who, like 

other football players, has suffered multiple 

concussions, or he is a football player who, 

unlike most other football players, has 

found a way to rise above the game’s inher-

ent assault on body and brain. It is not only 

his wife who says he is the former; many 

Broncos believe they noticed him in an all-

too-recognizable daze during the 2015 AFC 

championship game. Yet he not only speaks 

in his book of his determination to stay 

ahead of brain injuries; he speaks unspar-

ingly of those who let injuries get ahead of 

them. Famous for being unforgiving of him-

self when he makes mistakes, he turns out 

to be unforgiving of players who make the 

mistake of getting injured. “If our bodies 

can handle the force, it doesn’t matter what 

sport we play or how old we are. That’s why 

age isn’t my problem!”

He has little sympathy for anyone whose 

experience might contradict the overarching 

TB12 narrative. “Players say the biggest rea-

son [for early retirement] is their fear of the 

long-term effects of playing while injured. I 

don’t have that fear. They have no idea they 

can have a body or a career free of the pain 

that athletes of the past have endured.”

By the end of The TB12 Method, he is not 

even talking about injuries, trauma or even 

sport. He is professing his faith that “we can 

decelerate the aging process as most people 

experience it today.” As an athlete, he is al-

ready an immortal, but he begins to emerge 

as an Immortalist too, someone convinced 

that the answer to the question he poses near 

the close of the book—“What does it mean 

to naturally age?”—is that aging is unnatural 

and not to be accepted without a fight. It 
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* A QB sneak is a short-yardage quarterback rush originating from under center. 
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CONVERSION RATE BY PLAY TYPE

KEEP IT SIMPLE, STUPID
A QB sneak is easily the most effective way for a team to convert in 
short-yardage situations. Teams convert on sneaks about 17 percent 
more often than they do on non-sneak runs and 29 percent more  
often than on passing plays. In fact, teams sneaking with 2 yards to  
go convert more often (73 percent successful) than teams running a 
non-sneak or passing with 1 yard to go (65 percent successful).

SHORT-YARDAGE CONVERSION RATE

SNEAKS OTHER PLAYS

LINE IT UP, RUN IT AGAIN
From 2001 to ’16, the Patriots led the way with 139 QB sneak attempts,* 
about eight every 16 games. Not coincidentally, at 90.6 percent, they 
also boasted the league’s highest sneak success rate in short-yardage 
situations (defined here as a third- or fourth-down play with 2 yards  
to go or less). Over those 16 years, teams leaguewide averaged just  
4.5 sneaks per 16 games. On the lower end, teams such as the Chiefs 
and Rams ran only about two sneaks per 16 games and fared far worse 
on their conversion rates. 

Drew Brees sneaks 

over the top for a 

touchdown.
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All data is from the 2001 to 2016 seasons and courtesy 
Pro Football Reference and ArmchairAnalysis.com.

LIKE IT’S GOING OUT OF STYLE
In 2001, teams ran sneaks on about one in eight short-yardage plays. 
There has been a dramatic drop since then. By 2016, coaches called a 
QB sneak on just one of every 20 short-yardage situations. To take an 
extreme example, the Giants haven’t run a sneak in the past five 
seasons. The substitute? Teams are passing in these scenarios more 
often. Rates of non-QB rushes have remained about the same.

25% 50% 75% 100%0%

IF IT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR TOM BRADY … 
Only 13 active QBs have run at least 20 sneaks (through 2016). Of those, 
Tom Brady has called his own number the most at 124, twice as often as 
runner-up Drew Brees (62 attempts). Brady also has the highest success 
rate at 91.1 percent, and over his career, his sneaks have added 137 
expected points. Brady, Carson Palmer and Brees are three of the four 
oldest players on this list and constitute the top three. But the second 
youngest, Cam Newton, is gaining ground fast. Since drafting Newton in 
2011, the Panthers have led the NFL with 10.2 sneaks per season. 
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In the age of shotgun sets and 
pricey quarterbacks, the  
simplest and most effective play 
in football has fallen out of favor. 
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was coddling the wrong guy. “Kirk dealt with 

a lot that we don’t know about,” says Santana 

Moss, the former Redskins wide receiver. “It 

was sad. We all heard the whispers.”

Five years later, that locker room snub 

might seem like a petty thing to hold on to, 

an affront that has no relevance now. After 

all, Griffin is out of the league, while Cousins 

has been Washington’s starter for three sea-

sons. The team, whose front office declined 

comment for this story, has paid him $44.3 

million over the past two years under the 

franchise tag, and he might eventually be-

come the NFL’s highest-paid player.  

But to understand why the marriage be-

tween Washington and Cousins has always 

been an uneasy one, you need to understand 

the importance of that moment. It was a 

slight that planted a seed that sprouted into 

a belief. That belief, over time, hardened. 

When are they ever going to see me, Cous-

ins wondered, as something other than a 

scrappy fourth-round pick?

IT’S RARE TO watch Cousins size up a defense 

and think you’re about to see greatness un-

to play; the team’s medical staff felt other-

wise. Snyder and Allen were aware of the 

tension and sought to reassure Griffin that 

no matter what Cousins did, RG3 was still 

the Chosen One. 

Cousins is polite and charming but also a 

fiery competitor who has been dismissed his 

entire football career as “just a guy.” On that 

day, he soaked up the scene and tried not to 

let the snub bug him. His teammates, how-

ever, were furious. When head coach Mike 

Shanahan heard what happened, he paid a 

visit to Snyder’s office. “Kirk is a strong guy, 

and he can handle it, but his teammates are 

pissed at you,” Shanahan says he told Sny-

der. “That’s not the way you handle things. 

If you do that, you run the risk of losing the 

football team in the future.”

Snyder brushed off the concerns. Griffin 

was selling jerseys, appearing on magazine 

covers and making Washington relevant for 

the first time in a decade. The Redskins were 

on their way to their first division title in 13 

years, with a budding superstar in Griffin. 

Anything he wanted, Snyder was happy to 

provide. No one realized that the franchise 

Q U A R T E R B A C K S  A T  A  C R O S S R O A D S

He’d spent months praying and patiently 

waiting for a moment like this, and now it 

had improbably arrived on Dec. 16, 2012. 

With their playoff hopes on the ropes, the 

Redskins had turned to the rookie backup in 

desperation after starter Robert Griffin III 

injured his knee. Cousins responded in his 

first career start by throwing for 329 yards 

and two touchdowns in a comeback win 

against the Browns. 

The visitors locker room in Cleveland was 

buzzing. Cousins was standing by his locker, 

receiving celebratory handshakes and back-

slaps from teammates, when Redskins 

owner Dan Snyder and team president 

Bruce Allen entered the room—and essen-

tially breezed right past him. Snyder, ac-

cording to a witness, patted Cousins on the 

shoulder and kept walking.

Snyder and Allen were on their way to see 

Griffin, the dynamic multithreat quarter-

back who was seen as maybe the future of 

the NFL. Griffin seemed annoyed that the 

team had given the start to Cousins and 

would later confess as much to reporters. 

He felt his knee was healthy enough for him 

He’d spent month

waiting for a mm

had improb

Wiith thee

Redsk
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fold in front of you. He has found success by 

playing at a level best described as frequent-

ly promising yet occasionally maddening. 

He throws great screen passes, slants and 

outs. He gets the ball out quickly and reads 

defenses well. He just doesn’t scare defen-

sive coordinators. He projects competence, 

not brilliance.  

Still, in 2015 and 2016, he led Washington 

to back-to-back winning seasons for the first 

time in 20 years. He finished third in the NFL 

in passing yards in 2016 with 4,917 (a fran-

chise record) and was sixth in ESPN’s Total 

QBR at 66.5. His career completion percent-

age (66.1 through Week 7) is second in NFL 

history, bettering (among others) Peyton 

Manning, Aaron Rodgers and Tom Brady. 

Sitting in the cafeteria of the Redskins’ 

practice facility in Ashburn, Virginia, after 

a recent workout, Cousins admits it has 

taken him years to believe in his own poten-

tial. “A large number of quarterbacks have a 

confidence that is borderline out of touch 

with reality,” he says. “They have that natu-

rally. For me, it took playing and having 

experience to build that confidence.”

His reputation is certainly complicated 

by his habit of making mistakes in impor-

tant moments, especially considering that 

he has played behind one of the NFL’s best 

offensive lines, according to Football Out-

siders. In the red zone last year, Cousins was 

one of the least efficient starting quarter-

backs, completing just 45.8 percent of his 

passes. Inside the 10-yard line, he was even 

worse, connecting on 31.6 percent of his 

throws, dead last in the NFL. And although 

he has cut down on the interceptions that 

plagued him early in his career, he threw 

arguably his worst pick in the regular-sea-

son finale against the Giants last season. 

Trailing 13-10 with 1:27 remaining, Cousins 

had a first down at the Giants’ 43, but he 

tried to force a throw under pressure to 

Pierre Garcon while running to his left and 

without setting his feet. Dominique Rodg-

ers-Cromartie easily stepped in front of the 

pass. A win would have put Washington in 

the playoffs. Instead, the pick fueled an en-

tire offseason of criticism.

“He’ll never be special,” says one longtime 

NFL front office decision maker when asked 

to assess Cousins’ prospects. “Great guy, will 

never embarrass you off the field, and if you 

were ranking guys, he’s probably above aver-

age. But he’s not special. And that’s not go-

ing to change. What you see is what you get.”

That makes what happens between Cous-

ins and the Redskins over the next six 

months one of the most interesting ques-

tions in the NFL. Cousins is the Joe Flacco 

conundrum all over again. In a league in 

which competent quarterback play is essen-

tial to long-term success, Cousins is a guy 

you can win with, but he needs plenty of 

help. Do you risk overpaying him because 

you believe the alternative might be signifi-

cantly worse? 

In a league in which Jay Cutler and Case 

Keenum are starters, though, the answer is 

yes—some team will pay Cousins $25 mil-

lion (or more) in 2018. If he signs a long-

term deal, Washington (or someone else) 

will likely have to guarantee him $90 mil-

lion to $100 million, based on what the Li-

ons gave Matthew Stafford, and Cousins 

might end up as the highest-paid player in 

NFL history. The market will demand it. 

Does Cousins even want to be in DC for 

the next 10 years? Former Redskins gen-

eral manager Scot McCloughan, who de-

clined comment for this story, reportedly 

tried to sign Cousins to a long-term deal 

before 2016. But the initial offer, according 

Cousins didn’t want 
to be the NFL’s first 
QB to get franchise-
tagged twice—even 
if it has been worth 
$44.3 million.

Washington’s QB set a team mark 
in 2016 for passing yards in a 
season, breaking the record 
(4,166) held by … Kirk Cousins.

F I R S T  C O U S I N S
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to people briefed on it, was $12 million a 

year, and Cousins was insulted. He would 

have signed if the team had offered a three-

year deal at $19 million per, according to a 

source familiar with his thinking. Allen 

wouldn’t go higher than $16 million. The 

team felt it hadn’t seen enough, that Cousins 

had played only nine good games. Instead, 

it ended up paying Cousins significantly 

more when it had to franchise him.

The mixed signals and the team’s lack of 

candor bugged him more than any locker 

room handshake ever could. When he led 

Washington to a November win over the 

Packers in 2016, he couldn’t resist playfully 

screaming “How do you like me now?” at 

McCloughan and tousling his hair as he 

jogged off the field. Cousins, according to 

people close to him, spent years watching 

the team fawn over Griffin, treating him like 

royalty, and when it became his team, Wash-

things, gushed about the city and the fans 

on social media. But privately, he has told 

several people that he is open to reuniting 

with Kyle Shanahan, the former Washing-

ton offensive coordinator who is the 49ers’ 

head coach. Or maybe Sean McVay, another 

former offensive coordinator, who is now 

running the Rams.  

IN SOME RESPECTS, it’s improbable that 

Cousins’ athletic career happened at all. He 

refers to it as a miracle, and with good reason. 

When he was 19 months old, Cousins was 

playing in the kitchen when he pulled a pot 

of boiling spaghetti off the stove. The scald-

ing-hot water left third-degree burns on his 

chest, shoulders and underarms. He spent 

two weeks in the hospital, and a year later a 

doctor told his parents that Cousins might 

have limited range of motion in his arms for 

the rest of his life. He might never be able to 

throw a ball properly, the doctor emphasized.

A few scars remain, but nothing else in the 

original prognosis came to pass. The incident 

did, however, establish what Cousins would 

come to see as a theme in his life. He would 

be tested, sometimes plagued, by doubt, but 

his faith would eventually reward him. “I see 

it as the compass that points north,” Cousins 

says. “We all have a lot of storms in our life, 

and without the compass it can be pretty eas-

ily swayed to the right or left.” 

In high school, it seemed coaches never 

believed in him until he starred for their 

teams. “I don’t think he’s ever walked into a 

situation where someone has said ‘You’re 

our guy,’” says his father, Don Cousins, a 

small-town Michigan pastor. “It was always, 

‘Well, we’ll give him a try.’”

But one of the biggest tests came in his 

junior year of high school when Cousins in-

jured his ankle in the first game. He was hit 

while throwing a pass and hobbled through 

the rest of the game, throwing three touch-

downs in a win. The next morning, his ankle 

was so swollen he couldn’t walk. A visit to 

the doctor revealed his worst fears: His 

ankle was broken, there was ligament dam-

age and his season was over. In the car on 

the way home, he had tears running down 

his cheeks. He’d worked so hard to get here, 

he told his father, and now his dream of 

ington didn’t show him similar respect. If 

Griffin had put up the same stats Cousins 

had, wouldn’t he already have a substantial 

contract offer? 

When Allen went to visit Cousins in 

Michigan this offseason to persuade him to 

sign a deal, Cousins looked him right in the 

eye and told him it wasn’t about the money. 

He was going to play under the franchise tag 

again. “I prayed about it and said, ‘Lord, 

what do you want to do?’” Cousins said this 

offseason at Liberty University’s convoca-

tion. “I just didn’t feel a peace about signing 

a long-term contract. I think the Lord com-

municates to us in many ways, and one of 

those ways is through his peace. I just didn’t 

feel a peace. I do believe that the Lord, at 

least in my life, he likes to use one-year con-

tracts, not long-term contracts, if you will.”

Publicly, Cousins has never shown signs 

he holds a grudge. He’s said all the right 
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playing college football was circling the drain. “You don’t know that,” 

Don Cousins told his son. “But you do have a decision to make: Are 

you going to try and control your future, or are you ready to surren-

der your future to the Lord and let him do as he pleases?” 

Cousins traded in his cast for a walking boot. He prayed a lot, find-

ing particular solace in Proverbs 3:5-6. “Trust in the Lord with all 

your heart and lean not on your own understanding.” Improbably, he 

ended up returning for the final three games of the season and fin-

ished the year with 12 touchdowns. That gave him some tape he could 

send to college recruiters. Michigan State offered him a scholarship, 

but only on the condition that several recruits the Spartans were more 

interested in didn’t sign first. Michigan State coach Mark Dantonio 

soon realized how much he’d underestimated Cousins. “The guy is 

clutch,” Dantonio says. “He’s not intimidated by any situation. And 

he made people around him better.” He would eventually leave East 

Lansing as the school’s career leader in touchdowns, passing yards 

and quarterback rating.

The theme of his athletic life, though, continued when the draft 

came around. The NFL’s interest was lukewarm. When the Redskins 

selected him with the 102nd pick in 2012—exactly 100 picks after 

Griffin—he couldn’t hide his disappointment. His parents’ living 

room felt more like a funeral parlor. “Dad, I’m at a complete dead 

end,” he said. He knew he wouldn’t even be allowed to compete for 

the job. Says Dantonio: “I remember telling him, ‘There is a reason 

you were picked. People don’t usually do this. They must feel pretty 

good about you.’” 

In the years that followed, he gradually changed perceptions. He 

kept his mouth shut in quarterback meetings while Griffin slowly 

began to lose allies. “Robert was a diva to everyone, not just Kirk,” 

Mike Shanahan says. “His teammates all knew. Kirk handled that 

situation like a pro, and all his teammates could see it.”

Players didn’t initially dislike Griffin, Moss says. He was making 

dynamic plays and selling tickets. But over time, it was infuriating 

that he couldn’t make even the most basic reads. Receivers eventu-

ally resorted to telling Griffin in the huddle who was going to come 

open on certain playcalls. Griffin would still freeze after the snap and 

miss guys running wide open. “The one thing I like about film, it 

doesn’t lie,” Moss says. “The guys in practice know. The guys in games 

know. They see you busting your butt. With Robert, stuff just wasn’t 

adding up. Then Kirk gets in later in the year, and it’s crazy. Sud-

denly, the guys who are open are getting the ball.”

Griffin, not surprisingly, remembers things differently on many 

fronts. “I know what the truth is,” he told ESPN in a recent phone 

interview. He says if teammates had criticism at the time, they 

didn’t voice it to him. “And I know that has gotten a little bit blurry 

over the years.”

Mike Shanahan says much of the tension stemmed from Griffin’s 

insistence that the Redskins let him morph into a dropback passer. 

The team was open to the idea, especially after Griffin reinjured his 

knee in the 2012 playoffs against the Seahawks, after which Shana-

han came under heavy criticism for letting Griffin play with a sprain. 

The coach remembers that Griffin wanted to play, and Griffin backs 
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Representatives

Could Get Money From a $24 Million Settlement

Legal Notice

A $24 million Settlement has been reached with U.S. Tobacco 
Cooperative, Inc. (“U.S. Tobacco”), formerly known as Flue-
Cured Tobacco Cooperative Stabilization Corporation, to resolve 
claims made by current and former U.S. Tobacco members over 
reserve funds.  Tobacco growers across North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Virginia, Florida, Georgia, and Alabama who were or are 
members of U.S. Tobacco, as well as their heirs or representatives, 
are eligible for a payment from the Settlement.

The Settlement stems from a lawsuit that claims U.S. Tobacco: (1) 
accumulated funds over the years through members who may now 
claim portions of those funds and (2) no longer served its purpose 
once the Tobacco Price Support Program ended.  Although U.S. 
Tobacco denies these claims and that it is required to distribute any 
money, it has agreed to do so in this Settlement.

You may have seen information about the Lewis/Fisher Lawsuit 
in the North Carolina Superior Court that was certified as a class 
action.  You can submit a claim even if you are a class member 
in the Lewis/Fisher Lawsuit.  This Settlement will not become 
effective, and claims will not be paid, until the class claims in the 
Lewis/Fisher Lawsuit are discontinued or dismissed.

Am I Included?

You may be included in this Settlement if you are an individual 
or business that is or was a shareholder or member of U.S. 
Tobacco from June 1, 1946, through the date the Settlement 
goes into effect, or an heir or legal representative.  An heir in this 
case is a person who received (or inherited) a share of a former 
shareholder’s stake or member’s membership in U.S. Tobacco.  A 
legal representative is a person who legally acts for or on behalf 
of the shareholder or member.

How Can I Get a Payment?

You must submit a Claim Form online or by mail by May 26, 
2018.  The payment amount will be based on the total pounds of 
flue-cured tobacco you marketed and sold and/or the total number 
of crop years you marketed and sold flue-cured tobacco, relative to 
all members who submit a claim.

Your Other Options

If you do not want to be legally bound by the Settlement, you can 
exclude yourself from the Settlement by December 20, 2017.  If 
you do not exclude yourself, you may object to the Settlement by 
December 20, 2017.

The Court will hold a hearing on January 19, 2018, to consider 
whether to approve the Settlement.  Attorneys representing the 
Class will request up to $2 million to be paid out of the $24 million 
Settlement Fund to pay attorneys’ fees and expenses and incentive 
payments to the individuals (i.e. class representatives) who brought 
the case and helped negotiate the Settlement.  You and your own 
lawyer can appear and speak at the hearing, but you do not have to.
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that up: “Any player in the heat of the mo-

ment, whether they’ve got one leg or no legs, 

they’re going to want to play.”  

But later, when the Redskins tried to 

change to more of a pro-style offense, Sha-

nahan was frustrated that Griffin wouldn’t 

put in the work. He thought Griffin believed 

he’d already arrived as a player. 

“It takes time to master that,” the coach 

says. “But he wanted to be known as a drop-

back passer because of his brand. He had 

people telling him things that weren’t in his 

best interest, and he didn’t want to be 

known as a running quarterback.” 

Again, Griffin has a different take: “It’s 

surprising and shocking to me he would say 

those things in reference to a brand,” he 

says. “What I wanted to be … is what every 

quarterback wants. To master things from 

the pocket. We weren’t able to get there be-

cause our time was cut short. I think I could 

have gotten better at the things he’s talking 

about if we’d continued.” Shanahan was 

fired at the end of the 2013 season, a move 

several people in the organization believe 

happened because he wanted to let Cousins 

compete for the job. Shanahan concedes 

that he felt Cousins had the potential to be 

the next Drew Brees. 

Jay Gruden was more skeptical. He took 

over and saw Cousins as a quiet backup who 

was afraid to step on toes. “He was still a 

little fragile,” Gruden says. “It took him a 

while to establish himself.” Gruden tried to 

find a way to make things work, but as ten-

sions in the locker room rose, the situation 

became untenable. At the start of 2015, with 

Griffin still struggling to get healthy, a group 

of players went to Gruden and implored 

him to make a change. Gruden and Mc-

Cloughan convinced Snyder and Allen it 

was time to give Cousins a shot. Griffin was 

relegated to third on the depth chart and 

spent the entire season inactive before he 

was released in March 2016. He remains 

without an NFL job, although he had a try-

out with the Chargers this offseason.

Cousins, meanwhile, grew obsessed with 

unlocking his potential. “I crave discipline,” 

he says. He studied tape and read books on 

leadership, finance and spirituality. He pre-

pared spreadsheets that divided his days 

some tight-window throws he’s going to 

have to throw some days. I’ll call some of 

these in practice, and if it doesn’t look ex-

actly the way I drew it up, he’ll say, ‘I don’t 

know if I like that. I can’t call it in a game.’ 

I’m like, ‘Bud, c’mon.’” 

Cousins chuckles when told of Gruden’s 

comments. “If I played the way Jay is sug-

gesting,” he says, “I’d throw 20 intercep-

tions a year and I wouldn’t last. I know my 

limitations.”

WHAT’S MADDENING ABOUT Cousins is that 

there are times when he can turn even the 

most hardened football cynic into a believer. 

There are series, even entire games, when 

his passes seem to whistle through the air, 

when Cousins can freeze safeties with his 

eyes and zip passes through chaotic tangles 

of arms, the ball nestling softly into a re-

ceiver’s hands. And whatever his faults, 

Cousins is the rare player who has improved 

every season he’s played football, dating 

back to high school.  

Cousins couldn’t make deep throws to the 

outside of the field when he came into the 

league, and when he tried to put some extra 

mustard on shorter passes to prove he had 

arm strength, veterans like Moss told him 

to stay in his lane and not try to become 

something he was not. “I remember Kirk 

threw me a ball in practice once, and he 

threw it so hard it kind of messed up my 

finger,” Moss says. “I said, ‘That’s not you. 

You throw a catchable ball.’” 

But Cousins knew he had to show he 

into 15-minute increments, each activity 

color-coded. At one point, Cousins taped an 

old high school math quiz, wrinkled and 

ripped down the middle, above his desk at 

home. He’d gotten a C-plus after failing to 

study and kept it to remember what hap-

pens when he doesn’t work hard enough.

“If he does have a weakness, it’s that he’s 

too much of a perfectionist,” Gruden says. 

“He wants everything to be perfect. Unfor-

tunately, I can’t get guys 30 f---ing yards 

open all the time. There are going to be 

“KIRK DEALT WITH  
A LOT THAT WE  
DON’T KNOW ABOUT.  
WE ALL HEARD  
THE WHISPERS.”

  SANTANA MOSS
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left and saw receiver Josh Doctson in single 

coverage on the other side. He patted the 

ball once, reset his feet and uncorked what 

was, considering the moment, one of the 

best throws of his career.

The pass knifed through the air, just be-

yond the outstretched arm of the Chiefs’ 

Phillip Gaines, and settled in Doctson’s 

large hands. Doctson tucked the ball away, 

got one foot down, then the next, and 

crashed to the ground. It looked as if he and 

Cousins had just connected for the winning 

touchdown. 

Then the ball squirted free; the pass fell 

incomplete. 

Washington settled for the tying field goal, 

and with under a minute to play, Kansas City 

easily drove the field for the winning field 

goal. All of Cousins’ magic went for naught. 

Instead of being upset, he tried to take solace 

in the process, not the outcome. “When 

you’re outcome-focused, it’s toxic,” Cousins 

says. “I think it comes back to bite you.”

THERE HAVE BEEN signs of thawing in the 

relationship between Cousins and the team. 

This spring Snyder got involved in Cousins’ 

recruitment for the first time, reaching out 

to express that he wants Cousins to be part 

of the team’s future. He has taken Cousins 

to dinner, texted with him off and on and 

tried to make his appreciation clear. “He’s 

done everything right,” Cousins says. 

Cousins, in turn, has said several times 

that the Redskins remain his first choice. He 

would like to play his entire career with one 

could stretch the field. Each offseason since 

he was drafted, Cousins has worked with 

throwing mechanics guru Jeff Christensen 

to improve his technique. They labored for 

hours over his footwork, when to open his 

hips, how to position his elbow. Cousins 

learned that his lower body, not his arm, 

was the key. The ball started coming out 

with more zip and accuracy, without addi-

tional effort. Now Cousins might not have 

a cannon for an arm, but he has one of the 

NFL’s quickest releases. He gets sacked on 

only 4.1 percent of his attempts, seventh 

best in NFL history.

You could see all that hard work jelling 

into something special during Washington’s 

Week 4 game against Kansas City at Arrow-

head Stadium. Cousins, who had missed 

practice during the week for the birth of his 

son, Cooper, but still managed to FaceTime 

into meetings, came out throwing lasers, 

including a 44-yard touchdown to Terrelle 

Pryor Sr. on the first drive. As the game went 

on, he recognized mismatches and exploited 

them readily, making crisp throws into 

small windows and avoiding big mistakes.

On Washington’s next-to-last drive, with 

his team trailing 20-17, Cousins twice eluded 

pressure, broke the pocket and darted down-

field, risking his safety and, potentially, mil-

lions of dollars to dive for first downs. What 

came next felt like Cousins’ pièce de résis-

tance. On third-and-2 from the 22, he 

dropped back, looked right and considered 

throwing to tight end Jordan Reed. Instead, 

he scanned the field, stayed calm, looked 

franchise, he says. Asked recently about the 

significance of the 2012 locker room snub, 

Cousins says he has moved on. “The team 

has clearly communicated their desire to 

have me around,” he says. “I was the one who 

decided to play on the tag. The team was 

happy to commit and do a long-term deal.” 

Against San Francisco in Week 6, facing 

his old coach Kyle Shanahan, Cousins at 

times played as if he were auditioning for a 

job in 2018. He carved up the Niners with 

surgical efficiency, throwing two touch-

downs early and helping Washington open 

up a 17-0 lead. The winless 49ers clawed 

their way back, but Cousins eventually fin-

ished them off, scoring on a 7-yard read-

option in the fourth quarter, the exact kind 

of play Griffin used to run with transitory 

brilliance. “I’m happy for him,” Gruden says. 

“He’s done a good job. He’s going to keep 

doing a good job, either here or somewhere 

else. Hopefully it will be here. That’s what 

our plan is anyway.”

After Cousins’ touchdown run, he jogged 

the length of the stands behind the end zone 

of FedEx Field with his hand out, vacuum-

ing up as many high-fives as he could. The 

crowd went bonkers, and you could even see 

a few fans dangling their arms over the rail-

ing while wearing Robert Griffin III jerseys. 

It was easy to imagine the scene on repeat, 

with Cousins stirring up the home crowd 

every week, for years and years to come.

It was just as easy, though, to think of the 

victory lap as a polite precursor to him say-

ing goodbye. 

Robert Griffin III was 
the NFL’s 2012 
offensive rookie of 
the year. By 2016,  
he was out of DC  
and Cousins was in 
the Pro Bowl.
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Some NFL teams don’t know 
who their QB will be in three 
weeks, let alone three years. 
Lucky for them, NFL Insider 
DAN GRAZIANO has seen the 
future of quarterbacks, and 
the quarterbacks of the future.

 A F C  E A S T 

P A T R I O T S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) TOM BRADY

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 75.0 | 2015 68.1 | 2016 76.7
2020 QB TOM BRADY Brady told everybody he’d play until 
45. He even wrote books about it. Sure enough, by 2020, 
when Brady hasn’t tailed off, Jimmy Garoppolo tires of 
waiting and goes elsewhere. And Brady is still, improbably, 
slinging it at age 43.

J E T S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) RYAN FITZPATRICK

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 44.8 | 2015 61.8 | 2016 32.5
2020 QB SAM DARNOLD The Jets don’t finish 2017 as 
badly as fans who dreamt of Darnold might have wanted. 
But Darnold’s subpar sophomore season, and the extra 
second-rounder they get in the Sheldon Richardson trade, 
put them in position to get him anyway. Darnold’s reward? 
The crushing scrutiny of Jets Nation. 

B I L L S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) TYROD TAYLOR

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 39.8 | 2015 61.4 | 2016 56.6
2020 QB SAM BRADFORD After jettisoning Taylor 
post-2017 and then muddling through 2018 as the likes 
of Brock Osweiler and AJ McCarron refuse to beat each 
other out for the job, the Bills scoop up Bradford in 2019 
and are at least happy enough to bring him back for 2020.

D O L P H I N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) RYAN TANNEHILL

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 60.5 | 2015 45.8 | 2016 54.2
2020 QB JALEN HURTS Tannehill is still around, but he’s 
hurt again to start the 2020 season—and his hurt begets 
Hurts, the college champ from Alabama and rookie who 
gets the shot to show what he can do.

 A F C  N O R T H    

B E N G A L S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) ANDY DALTON

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 48.9 | 2015 69.2 | 2016 52.3
2020 QB ANDY DALTON Having staved off a 2017 
challenge from backup AJ McCarron and one in 2019 from 
backup Baker Mayfield, Dalton remains the Bengals’ best 
hope. He’s back in 2020, having secured a midlevel 
extension after the 2019 season. 

R A V E N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) JOE FLACCO

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 68.6 | 2015 51.2 | 2016 52.2
2020 QB JOE FLACCO He’s never lived up to how he 
performed in the 2012 Super Bowl run, and the team hasn’t 
made the playoffs since 2014. But Baltimore is stuck with 
Flacco. Cutting him in 2019 would’ve saved $10.5 million in 
cap space—but also cost $16 million in dead money.

S T E E L E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) BEN ROETHLISBERGER

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 70.4 | 2015 64.0 | 2016 57.0
2020 QB JOSHUA DOBBS In 2018, Roethlisberger finally 
follows through on that retirement threat. Dobbs, a 
former student of rocket science at Tennessee who spent 
two years backing up Big Ben, grabs the controls in 2019. 
Headline writers fire up their rocket puns. 

B R O W N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) JOHNNY MANZIEL/BRIAN HOYER

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 35.5 | 2015 51.9 | 2016 38.3
2020 QB JAKE FROMM It’s 2020, and the list of failed 
Browns QBs has grown by five, including 2017 starters 
DeShone Kizer and Kevin Hogan. So the Browns take 
Georgia standout Fromm with the first pick in that year’s 
draft. Because of course they have the first pick.

 A F C  S O U T H 

C O LT S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) ANDREW LUCK  
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 63.8 | 2015 48.4 | 2016 63.4
2020 QB ANDREW LUCK A 2018 surprise run to  
Super Bowl LIII rejuvenates Luck’s early-career hype  
and reminds observers why he was always so highly 
regarded (winning helps). After a strong 2019 follow-up, 
the Colts and head coach Josh McDaniels open the  
2020 season as Super Bowl favorites. 

T E X A N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) BROCK OSWEILER

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 55.9 | 2015 53.6 | 2016 50.1
2020 QB DESHAUN WATSON Watson, the MVP of the 2019 
regular season, has by 2020 established himself as the 
game’s top all-around talent. Also: He owns the NFL’s 
top-selling jersey. A winner in high school and college, he’s 
a winner in the pros too. Next step, Super Bowl? 

T I T A N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) MARCUS MARIOTA 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 40.9 | 2015 40.8 | 2016 60.0
2020 QB MARCUS MARIOTA Early-career injury woes 
behind him, Mariota leads Taylor Lewan, Corey Davis & Co. 
to a Super Bowl LIV title—and is looking for an encore in 
2020 as Jameis Winston looks on in jealousy.

( L O N D O N )  J A G U A R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) BLAKE BORTLES 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 28.2 | 2015 51.2 | 2016 43.1
2020 QB JIMMY GAROPPOLO Aggravated after being 
franchised by the Patriots in 2018 and still having to sit 
behind Brady, Garoppolo forces his way to the Jags, who, 
after announcing a move to London in 2020, are looking 
for a big-splash signing. What they get is Garoppolo.

TEAMS WITH A GOOD PLAN     TEAMS WITH A PLAN     TEAMS WITH É NO PLAN

ILLUSTRATIONS BY VAN ORTON
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 N F C  E A S T 

C O W B O Y S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) DAK PRESCOTT/TONY ROMO 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 73.0 | 2015 36.8 | 2016 75.4
2020 QB DAK PRESCOTT Having survived a contentious 
negotiation with Jerry Jones and beaten the July 15 
franchise-tag deadline with a long-term deal to pay him 
more than any QB not named Aaron Rodgers, Prescott 
becomes the face of the Cowboys for years to come. 

E A G L E S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) CARSON WENTZ 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 59.6 | 2015 37.8 | 2016 46.7
2020 QB CARSON WENTZ A Super Bowl LII loss to the 
Chiefs stinks for Philly but works out well for Wentz, who 
blossoms at age 27. After three straight division titles, the 
team grants him an extension to avoid his having to play 
on his 2020 fifth-year option. Everybody’s happy.

G I A N T S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) ELI MANNING 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 60.4 | 2015 58.1 | 2016 45.5
2020 QB JOSH ROSEN The Giants get lucky, as the one 
season they totally bottom out turns out to be the year to 
totally do that. They jump at Rosen in 2018; he sits for 
two years behind Manning, then beats Davis Webb for the 
backup job in 2019 and assumes the starter’s job in 2020. 

R E D S K I N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) KIRK COUSINS 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 38.9 | 2015 67.3 | 2016 66.3
2020 QB JOSH ALLEN In 2018, Washington drafts big ol’ 
Wyoming prospect Allen after Cousins bolts in free agency 
and the team makes the ill-fated call to sign Sam 
Bradford. Bradford is Bradford; Allen gets a start in 
November; the rest is the stuff of farmhand legend.

 N F C  N O R T H 

B E A R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) JAY CUTLER

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 50.6 | 2015 55.4 | 2016 39.7
2020 QB MITCHELL TRUBISKY Trubisky blooms in 2018, 
Jim Harbaugh’s first year as Bears coach, leading the team 
to the 2019 playoffs. And though Harbaugh still seems to 
lose that one game every year that costs him a title shot, 
iron-jawed Trubisky at least matches him scowl for scowl. 

L I O N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) MATTHEW STAFFORD 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 44.7 | 2015 58.3 | 2016 65.2
2020 QB MATTHEW STAFFORD Stafford’s 2020 season is 
year three of the extension he signed in 2017. And since 
no one’s risen to challenge him by then, it’s earned him all 
of two more offensive coordinators, a first-round playoff 
loss in 2018 and a second-round loss in ’19. 

P A C K E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) AARON RODGERS 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 76.9 | 2015 59.8 | 2016 72.0
2020 QB AARON RODGERS Rodgers rebounds from a 
season-ending 2017 injury with a brilliant 2018 campaign 
that nets him a record extension in 2019. He leads the 
Pack to a Super Bowl LIII win that cements his spot 
among the greats. Also: His beard game remains strong.

V I K I N G S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) TEDDY BRIDGEWATER 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 47.5 | 2015 56.2 | 2016 53.1
2020 QB TEDDY BRIDGEWATER Bridgewater returns from 
a brutal knee injury and subs for an injured Case Keenum 
in 2017. When he plays well enough to get the Vikings to 
the NFC title game—which they lose to the Eagles—they 
sign him to be their QB of the future.

 N F C  S O U T H 

B U C C A N E E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) JAMEIS WINSTON 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 39.8 | 2015 57.2 | 2016 59.8
2020 QB JAMEIS WINSTON Winston, still paired with top 
wideout Mike Evans, is coming off a second straight Pro 
Bowl in 2020 and peaking at age 26. Hopes are high for 
second-year Bucs coach Frank Reich and Winston, who’s 
increased his QBR and passing TDs for six straight years.

F A L C O N S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) MATT RYAN 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 66.8 | 2015 63.5 | 2016 79.5
2020 QB MATT RYAN Ryan scores a record extension in 
the summer of 2018, despite a disappointing follow-up  
to the Falcons’ Super Bowl season. By 2020, as he hits 
age 35, some observers begin to see 2016 as a missed 
opportunity. Among those observers: Matt Ryan.

P A N T H E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) CAM NEWTON 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 58.7 | 2015 60.9 | 2016 44.2
2020 QB CAM NEWTON A season-ending ankle injury late 
in 2019 leads to a contract dispute that results in Newton 
entering the final year of his deal sans extension. Signed 
only through 2020, Newton knows he has to perform to 
hold off the calls for backup Jacoby Brissett.

S A I N T S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) DREW BREES 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 73.2 | 2015 69.2 | 2016 67.0
2020 QB DREW BREES After signing one-year extensions 
after the 2017, ’18 and ’19 seasons, Brees, by 2020, is 
only 41, which means he’s not the oldest quarterback in 
the league. Determined to outlast Brady in every arena, 
Brees writes not one but two health-and-wellness books.
  
 N F C  W E S T 

4 9 E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) COLIN KAEPERNICK

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 57.4 | 2015 40.4 | 2016 50.6
2020 QB KIRK COUSINS Sometimes the obvious is the 
obvious for a reason. Cousins gets $35 million a year to 
sign with the 49ers after 2017, and he and former 
coordinator Kyle Shanahan hum along for the next three 
seasons, pacing the NFL’s top offense year after year.

R A M S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) NICK FOLES 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 43.6 | 2015 31.2 | 2016 28.4
2020 QB JARED GOFF By 2020, grizzled 34-year-old 
coach Sean McVay continues to build a career on Goff, 
who succeeds despite the long-forgotten mess that was 
his 2016 rookie season. Better yet: The Rams (and 
Chargers) finally open their new LA stadium.

S E A H A W K S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) RUSSELL WILSON 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 69.9 | 2015 68.6 | 2016 58.0
2020 QB RUSSELL WILSON Wilson signs a fully 
guaranteed four-year extension with Seattle in 2019. And 
while the Seahawks haven’t won a Super Bowl since 
Wilson’s second year, he finally has an offensive line to 
protect him. Bummer note: Now the defense kind of stinks.

C A R D I N A L S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) CARSON PALMER 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 50.7 | 2015 75.5 | 2016 53.1
2020 QB BLAKE BORTLES Having signed with the 
Cardinals in 2018 after Palmer’s retirement, Bortles 
somehow beats out first-round pick Lamar Jackson in 
training camp to win the starting job—and maintains a 
tenuous hold on it through 2020. 

 A F C  W E S T 

R A I D E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) DEREK CARR

TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 40.5 | 2015 43.0 | 2016 54.0
2020 QB DEREK CARR They didn’t get that Super Bowl 
they wanted before they left Oakland, but the Raiders 
begin year two in Vegas with great expectations after Carr 
leads the NFL in passing in 2019. Free agent pickup Odell 
Beckham Jr. has Carr and the “home” crowds fired up.

C H I E F S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) ALEX SMITH 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 50.1 | 2015 60.8 | 2016 58.0
2020 QB PATRICK MAHOMES II The Chiefs keep Smith 
after he leads them to a Super Bowl LII win over Philly, but 
Mahomes takes over midway through 2018 when the 
Smith magic fades. Mahomes dazzles with big plays and 
frustrates with big INTs. As for Smith? Read on!

B R O N C O S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) PEYTON MANNING 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 72.1 | 2015 49.0 | 2016 46.0
2020 QB ALEX SMITH When the Chiefs let Smith walk 
after 2019, the Broncos (still vainly attempting to replace 
Peyton Manning with Trevor Siemian, Brock Osweiler, 
Paxton Lynch and 2018 draft pick Luke Falk) snatch him 
up to see what he has left at age 36.

C H A R G E R S  
PRIMARY QB (2014-16) PHILIP RIVERS 
TOTAL TEAM QBR: 2014 64.9 | 2015 57.7 | 2016 58.4
2020 QB TYROD TAYLOR In 2017, when Buffalo waives the 
ever-underrated Taylor, former Bills coach Anthony Lynn 
nabs him to back up Rivers in LA. Rivers, sick of the 
commute from San Diego, retires in 2018, and Taylor 
beats out Cardale Jones for the 2020 starting job.
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He’s got the skills—and stats—of  
a franchise QB. Why is that so hard  
for some people to see?

BY MINA KIMES PHOTOGRAPHS BY BENEDICT EVANS

T Y R O D 

T A Y L O R

BUFFALO  

BILLS

AGE

SEASONS IN NFL

TOTAL QBR*

BEST BILL

He has the best 
career passer 
rating ever for  
a Bills QB at  
93.8, ahead of  
Hall of Famer  
Jim Kelly’s 84.4.

*Through Week 7
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later, after he struggled against Cincinnati, 

the calls for his benching returned, and Bills 

coach Sean McDermott was asked (for the 

umpteenth time) whether he believed in his 

quarterback. “Tyrod’s working hard to con-

tinue to improve,” he said. “I’ve got all the 

confidence in the world in Tyrod Taylor.”

Many in Buffalo don’t. On Monday dur-

ing the following bye week, the bar at Duff ’s 

Famous Wings—the best or second-best 

wings place in the city, depending on whom 

you ask—is brimming with Bills fans. Base-

ball is on, but the conversation turns, as it 

so often does around here, to football. A 

middle-aged woman in a Bills sweatshirt 

starts to explain why she’s optimistic about 

the team (then 3–2), but she’s interrupted 

by her friend. “Tyrod blows,” he says. “He 

can’t throw the ball far enough.” He adds 

that Taylor is no better than draft bust EJ 

Manuel. “They’re the same quarterback.”

The woman sighs. She’s partial to rookie 

backup Nathan Peterman, a pocket passer 

selected in the fifth round, and she wants 

Taylor to sit. “He hasn’t done anything for 

us for the last couple of years,” she says.

Some quarterback-starved towns would 

IN EVERY BILLS game, at least once, Tyrod 

Taylor performs a feat of athleticism that 

makes you question your prior understand-

ing of how human limbs are supposed to 

move—how legs and arms and hands nor-

mally work in tandem, restricting one’s 

ability to, say, hopscotch and type at the 

same time. In early October, when Buffalo 

went down to Atlanta, it happened in the 

second quarter amid a scoring drive. Taylor 

took a snap and faked a handoff, then found 

himself face-to-face with a pair of irate-

looking Falcons linemen. He danced to his 

right. As he cocked his arm, eyes downfield 

and feet still whirring, his left leg rose in the 

manner of a prima ballerina taking flight, 

and he flicked a 44-yard bomb to tight end 

Charles Clay. All of his body parts seemed 

disjointed but somehow perfectly synchro-

nized at the same time. 

It didn’t really make sense. 

The Bills, who were nine-point underdogs 

that afternoon, went on to defeat Atlanta. 

For Taylor, the win offered a temporary re-

prieve from the critics who have hounded 

him ever since he became a starter two years 

ago, but his peace was short-lived. A week 
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LIKE MANY FOOTBALL legends, former Bills 

quarterback Jim Kelly is often called upon 

to appraise his old team. In January, he 

took a shot at Taylor. “We do not have [a 

franchise quarterback] as of right now,” he 

said on ESPN, adding, “He has to be more 

consistent on his throws.” Taylor’s detrac-

tors have echoed this, noting that he rarely 

throws for more than 250 yards a game and 

that when the Bills fall behind by four 

points or more, his record is 3–16. (Most 

QBs have losing records in this scenario; 

Aaron Rodgers is 6–13 since 2015.)

Statistics are like fragmented quotes; 

their meaning is pliable, depending on how 

they’re deployed. For example, through his 

first six games this season, Taylor completed 

just 34 passes to wide receivers. Is it because 

of his own failings, or is it because his pass 

catchers are so pedestrian? Is he reliant on 

his übertalented running back, LeSean Mc-

Coy—or has McCoy thrived in Buffalo be-

cause defenses have to account for a mobile 

quarterback? And what about Taylor’s lack 

of passing yardage? “The NFL has gotten 

very pass-happy, but we’re balanced in our 

attack … so he’s not gonna throw 300 yards 

a game,” says Taylor’s center, Eric Wood. 

“But he’s truly efficient. Over the last two 

years, we’ve led the league in rushing, and a 

big part of that is Tyrod.”

Consider as well the gap between Taylor’s 

passer rating and his QBR. Last year he 

ranked 18th in the former stat and ninth in 

QBR. There are a number of variations be-

tween the two metrics—QBR accounts for 

game situations and how receivers perform 

after the catch, among other things—but 

the biggest differentiator is that it also ac-

counts for rushing, at which Taylor excels: 

He’s run for over 1,000 yards over the past 

two seasons, topping all quarterbacks. Pass-

er rating ignores running altogether, which 

means it values a QB who checks down 

short of the sticks over one who scrambles 

for a first down.

Pro Football Focus, the analytics company 

that grades players by watching every down, 

ranked Taylor as the 13th-best quarterback 

in 2015, 12th last year and seventh through 

Week 7 this season. While some observers of 

Taylor’s game might dispute that assessment, 

kill for a player with Taylor’s abilities, but 

Buffalo is no ordinary town. It’s a city that 

hasn’t been to the playoffs since 1999 and has 

watched division rival Tom Brady calmly dis-

sect the team’s defenses from the pocket for 

years, cycling through more than a dozen 

starters in that time. Taylor has now played 

two and a half seasons with the Bills, winning 

18 games and losing 16 heading into their 

Week 8 game against Oakland. His record, 

as balanced as a book opened to its midpoint, 

inspires passionate disagreement among 

fans, many of whom refuse to believe that 

Taylor actually might be the rarest of com-

modities: a franchise quarterback. 

But the 28-year-old dual threat, known 

as T-Mobile, isn’t just divisive in Buffalo. 

He’s also polarizing around the NFL, where 

he’s become a Rorschach test for how we 

think about quarterbacks in 2017. Some 

coaches and experts are quick to rattle off 

his deficiencies: too short at 6-foot-1, too 

quick to leave the pocket, too limited as a 

passer. Other analysts see him as an under-

rated star, arguing that traditional “vol-

ume” stats like yardage and touchdowns (to 

say nothing of wins, the data point most 

loathed by the numerate set) fail to account 

for his unique skills. If Taylor thrives, he 

could change perceptions of what success 

at his position looks like—a heavy load for 

a quarterback accustomed to fighting just 

to be seen.

Sam Monson, one of PFF’s analysts, argues 

that it reflects Taylor’s worth. The quarter-

back does miss some throws, he says, but he 

compensates for his limited short game with 

a beautiful deep ball. “Almost every week, 

you’ll pull one throw from his game tape 

that’s obscene, that almost no quarterback 

can make,” Monson says. The combination 

of those explosive plays and Taylor’s low turn-

over rate—since becoming a starter, he has 

thrown an interception on 1.4 percent of his 

passes, fourth best in the NFL—is rare, he 

adds, which is why the lack of appreciation 

for Taylor in Buffalo befuddles him.

“Dumping Tyrod Taylor because you 

think you can do better is like hitting a 17 in 

blackjack,” Monson says. “You can do better 

than your hand, but you probably won’t.”

FOR AS LONG as Taylor can remember, he 

wanted to play quarterback. His father, 

Rodney, put a football in his hands when he 

was a toddler; by the time he was 6, he could 

throw perfect spirals, his little fingers guid-

ing the arc of the ball the way a musical 

prodigy draws melodies out of an instru-

ment. He wasn’t particularly fast—“I ran 

like I had lead in my shoes,” he says—but 

throwing came naturally, and he gravitated 

toward the passing role. His idols were 

Steve Young and Warren Moon. 

“Quarterbacks,” he says.

Taylor grew up in Hampton, Virginia, the 

only child of Trina and Rodney. His father, 

who towed cars, was born with one arm 

shorter than the other, which made it diffi-

cult for him to grip a ball. He played run-

ning back in high school anyway, then 

coached peewee football, spending hours 

doing drills with his son in their backyard. 

“He was gonna make [Tyrod] a great quar-

terback from when he was 3,” says Curt 

Newsome, a former assistant coach at Vir-

ginia Tech. “He’s probably caught more foot-

balls than any father in America.”

Taylor was single-minded as a kid. When-

ever he finished his homework, he’d go into 

the garage—the dungeon, his family called 

it—to study VHS tapes of old NFL games, 

watching the film until he fell asleep. “A lot 

of the kids on my street said I was too busy 

to come out and play,” he says. He followed 

Through Week 7, 
Taylor was seventh 
in Pro Football 
Focus’ QB rankings.

“I THINK A LOT OF TIMES 
QUARTERBACKS 
GET BRAINWASHED.”
MICHAEL VICK
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backs, a slight uptick from recent years. 

There are a number of reasons for this dis-

parity, ranging from socioeconomic forces 

to stereotypes about who should play the 

role. Many gifted young black quarterbacks 

are encouraged to switch positions—some 

in high school, and others—as may be the 

case with Louisville’s Lamar Jackson—as a 

prerequisite for playing in the NFL. They’re 

also compared with one another when they 

have little in common (take, for example, 

the notion that EJ Manuel, hardly a pro-

lific rusher, is “the same” as Taylor) and are 

often described as leaning on their athletic 

gifts or being unable to read defenses. This 

spring new research from the University of 

Colorado found that people were more 

likely to believe a white quarterback was 

smarter than a black quarterback, even 

when cues were offered that both were ex-

ceptionally intelligent. Taylor recently told 

The Buffalo News that he believes he’s criti-

cized in a different manner because of his 

race. “It’s always going to be twice as bad 

just because of who I am—an African-

American quarterback.”

“A lot of us aren’t viewed as passers—

we’re viewed as athletes,” says Vick, who 

mentored Taylor, his fellow Virginia Tech 

alum. “I think it’s unfair and unfortunate.”

It’s not the only hurdle Taylor faces. Dual-

threat quarterbacks as a whole are still 

widely depicted as one-trick ponies, inca-

pable of executing pro-style offenses. When 

it became clear this summer that the Pan-

thers were looking to reduce Cam Newton’s 

carries, Fox Sports 1 host Colin Cowherd 

compared him with Vick and Johnny Man-

ziel and said running was “the easy, lazier 

way of playing QB.” (Never mind the fact 

that Newton had led his team to the Super 

Bowl two seasons prior, rushing for 636 

yards.) Some analysts have argued that Co-

lin Kaepernick isn’t in the NFL because 

teams don’t want to rely on the read-op-

tion—but the concept has worked beauti-

fully in Kansas City and Houston, two of the 

more potent offenses in the league.

This summer the Bills installed a new of-

fense, a West Coast–style scheme that asks 

Taylor to run less but involves bootlegs and 

rollouts that put him in motion before he 

his father everywhere, tagging along to 

watch the local high school football team, 

hurling his body at tackling dummies that 

dwarfed his tiny frame. In elementary 

school, he scribbled his goals on a sheet of 

paper for a class project. The fading docu-

ment, now a piece of Taylor family lore, 

reads: “1. Go to college and get a degree. 2. 

Play college football. 3. Play in the NFL.”

By the time Taylor was named the start-

ing quarterback at Hampton High, it was 

obvious that he was destined to join the 

ranks of local legends like Michael Vick and 

Allen Iverson. But unlike his heroes, he 

wasn’t cocky or outspoken. Even as his star 

rose, he remained an introvert, the sort of 

kid who waited until the bell rang to ask his 

teacher a question because he didn’t want 

to raise his hand in class. As an adult, he’s 

grown more confident but is still reserved 

to the point that he comes across as shy. 

While being interviewed, he moves my tape 

recorder to his lap to make sure it picks up 

his soft voice.

“I’m still learning how to be more vocal,” 

Taylor says. “But I’ve always led by example.”

Unlike many Type A quarterbacks, Taylor 

exudes a gentle calm; in street clothes, one 

might mistake him for someone who works 

with children for a living. When asked to 

recall a time when he grew as a leader, he 

doesn’t point to a game-winning drive but 

instead tells the story of how, when he was 

in high school, one of his receivers fumbled 

a pass near the end zone, ending the team’s 

playoff run. At first he was frustrated, but 

when his older teammates lashed out at the 

young player, he rose to his defense. It’s one 

of his proudest memories. “To help him in 

that situation—it helped me,” he explains. 

BEFORE THE 2011 NFL draft, a scout told 

Taylor his team might take him in the second 

round (he fell to Baltimore in the sixth)—but 

only as a wide receiver. Taylor, the win-

ningest quarterback in Virginia Tech history, 

was taken aback. “All I knew since age 5 was 

quarterback,” he says. “I never even thought 

about playing another position.” 

While nearly 70 percent of players in the 

NFL are black, they currently make up 25 

percent of the league’s 32 starting quarter-

throws. So far, the results have been mixed. 

The offensive line has struggled a bit, and 

McCoy, who thrived in 2015 and 2016, was 

bottled up for the first few weeks. The of-

fense still uses a heavy dose of play-action 

(Taylor had a 116.6 passer rating on such 

plays after six games) but relies less heavily 

on the option. Through Week 7, the Bills had 

run the option just 18 times, versus 44 at the 

same point last year. 

Some analysts have questioned whether 

the offense is best suited for Taylor’s skills. 

One former personnel executive says Taylor 

would be explosive in a scheme like the 

Chiefs’, which combines West Coast looks 

with designed runs and options. “If you al-

low the offense to evolve, you’re better able 

to use this guy’s strengths,” he says. At times, 

“I’m still learning 
how to be more 
vocal,” the reserved  
Taylor says.
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Broke the Bills’ 

franchise record of 

568 yards, which  

he set in 2015.

MOST QB RUSHING 
YARDS IN 2016

Ranks behind only 

Brady among QBs 

drafted in the sixth 

round or later.

CAREER PASSER 
RATING

Only Tom Brady, 

Aaron Rodgers, Dak 

Prescott and Alex 

Smith rate higher.

TAYLOR’S TD/INT  
RATIO SINCE 2015*

he adds, it’s been frustrating watching Tay-

lor this year. “The problem right now is that 

it’s almost like he’s thinking too much and 

not playing,” he says. “There’s too many 

times where he’s taken sacks and you’re like, 

‘Get out of there!’”

Vick echoes the sentiment: “I think a lot 

of times quarterbacks get brainwashed into 

trying to be a pocket passer and distribute—

and that if you’re taking off and running, 

you’re not ‘developing’ as a QB. That can 

mess with you mentally. You get caught try-

ing to stay in the pocket ... and you’re play-

ing in a box.”

MCCOY, ONE OF Taylor’s closest friends on the 

Bills, likes to compare Taylor with Willie 

Beamen, the third-string quarterback in 

Any Given Sunday (played by Jamie Foxx) 

who comes off the bench when two veteran 

quarterbacks are injured. Even as Beamen 

flourishes, his place on the team remains 

precarious—a position that Taylor has 

found himself in time after time. 

During his freshman year at Virginia 

Tech, he was supposed to redshirt but was 

thrust into a starting role when Sean Glen-

non (the older brother of Bears quarterback 

Mike Glennon, who is currently outearning 

Taylor) struggled to stay upright. Glennon 

was named the starter the following year, 

but Taylor found his way back onto the field, 

and the two split snaps for much of the sea-

son. “It wasn’t fair—it wasn’t really good for 

anyone,” former coach Frank Beamer says. 

After landing in Baltimore as Joe Flacco’s 

backup, Taylor spent four years visualizing 

what he would do if given the opportunity 

to start. But the situation never arose. “Joe 

... he didn’t get injured much,” he dead-

pans. When his rookie contract expired in 

2015, Taylor declined an opportunity to 

back up Peyton Manning in Denver so that 

he could compete for a starting role in Buf-

falo. After outdueling Matt Cassel and 

Manuel in the preseason, he won the job, 

throwing for more than 3,000 yards, rush-

ing for 568 and landing in the Pro Bowl as 

an alternate. The next summer, he signed 

a six-year, $92 million contract.

If Taylor’s life were a movie like Any Giv-

en Sunday, his story—the story of a sweet, 

shy, undersized kid who bet on himself and 

won—would’ve ended there. But his path 

has grown only rockier since. In 2016, the 

Bills were thrown into turmoil when coach 

Rex Ryan was fired before their final game 

of the season. Several crucial players, in-

cluding Taylor’s best receiver, Sammy Wat-

kins, battled injuries. “We’ve never had the 

whole team together,” McCoy says. “That’s a 

credit to him, to put up solid numbers with-

out your main weapons.” Taylor himself 

played through part of the season with a 

sports hernia, and his statistics took a dip. 

Then, after he had his best outing of the year 

against Miami, the team benched him for 

the final game, ostensibly because it was 

worried about triggering the injury guaran-

tee in his contract. Taylor—who rarely com-

plains, especially in public—expressed dis-

may to the media. “It threw me. I didn’t 

understand it at the time,” he says now. 

“This business is weird when it comes to 

those types of things.”

The tumult continued into the offseason, 

when the Bills asked him to restructure his 

contract (before, they could release him at 

little cost) and he took a $10 million pay 

cut. With his new deal, Taylor has a cap hit 

of just $9.7 million, which means the Bills 

are spending less on the position than all 

but 11 teams across the league, most of 

which employ quarterbacks on rookie con-

tracts. At the time, Taylor said he trusted 

the organization to add talent around him. 

But this summer, Buffalo traded away Wat-

kins for a cornerback, adding Jordan Mat-

thews and Anquan Boldin (who retired two 

weeks later) to his lackluster receiving 

corps. Ryan, now an analyst with ESPN, 

says the quarterback has never been af-

forded a true complement of talent. “I’m 

curious to see one day what this kid can 

actually do if he ever really gets some top 

guys around him,” he says. “I think he’d be 

outstanding. Could he lead you to the play-

offs? Absolutely. Could he take you all the 

way? I hope we find out one day.”

Every football team is its own distinct 

ecosystem; the game involves so many in-

terwoven parts, it’s impossible to separate 

players from their context. Tom Brady and 

Rodgers can build masterpieces regardless 

of the tools they’re given, but the vast major-

ity of quarterbacks cannot—including Taylor, 

who has found himself bereft of surrounding 

talent yet again. Clay, his most reliable weap-

on, tore his meniscus in early October, and 

Zay Jones, the team’s second-round draft 

pick, has struggled with drops. 

Standing near his locker during the bye 

week, the quarterback, as mild-mannered 

as ever, declines to grouse about the state of 

the depth chart or speculate about where 

he’ll be playing in 2018. Even with the Bills 

poised for a possible playoff run, he knows 

how hard it will be for him to succeed this 

season—and what it could mean if he does. 

“The story of my career—my life—has been 

proving myself,” he says. 

It’s what he’s come to expect. 

Q B S  A T  A
C R O S S R O A D S

*Through Week 7
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T H E  T R U T H

This Is Us Welcome to the NBA’s new golden age, where 
superstars are plentiful, the players have a voice and the 

league has artfully navigated the sports cultural war. 

f you’re of a certain age, you remember criticisms of the NBA in the mid-

to-late 1970s: too many black players, too many black players high on 

cocaine, too many black players who didn’t look like they were trying, 

too many games that weren’t worth watching until the final five minutes. Some 1979 Finals 

games were broadcast on tape delay. Nobody cared. Then came the golden ages, the Bird-

Magic renaissance of the 1980s and the Dream Team–Space Jam–Michael Jordan 1990s that 

resurrected a league that has been leading the cool ever since.

Despite its overemphasis on corner 3s and stretch 4s, the NBA has never been in a better 

place. While the rest of the sports world is in tumult, the league’s next golden age is now.

Great players and great games notwithstanding, Major League Baseball is horribly lost on 

Madison Avenue. It sells its game with data, WAR and launch angles instead of heartbeats 

and memories. Without television, everyone knew who Babe Ruth was. With the internet, 

300 channels and streaming services, Mike Trout could walk relatively anonymously through 

Times Square. Meanwhile, the NBA’s stars are ubiquitous. From LeBron to Steph to KD, the 

NBA need not ask whether it has a face of its sport but how many. 

Baseball invented the hot stove with the winter meetings but ceded that territory as well 

with rule changes that make it less imperative to wheel and deal in December. Bad look. Who 

stole the offseason this year? The NBA.

Luck favors the NBA over the NHL, which this fall prohibited its players from competing 

in the 2018 Winter Olympics by refusing to pause the season, ending a tradition that spans 

the past five installments of the Games. Alex Ovechkin and other players voiced deep dis-

pleasure about no longer being able to skate for their countries. The NBA doesn’t have that 

problem; the season is over before the Summer Olympics. 

In its greatest feat, the NBA has even trounced the big dog, the NFL. Football is under 

attack from a White House that criticizes its owners and accuses its players of being un-

American, even though no one in the NFL has been as pointed in criticisms of the president 

as LeBron James, Gregg Popovich and Steve Kerr. The Golden State Warriors spurned the 

White House and life went on. At the same time, the NFL allowed today’s culture war to 

sink it into civil war: owners vs. players. By blacklisting Colin Kaepernick, the league plays 

to its conservative white fan base while angering its black, brown and progressive fans. 

Protest is racialized. Black players kneel, white players stand. It’s 

coming apart.

There’s a reason the NBA navigates turbulence better than its fel-

low leagues. Management isn’t openly trying to destroy or anger its 

players and prove to them who is boss. NBA owners haven’t overtly 

used pandering patriotism, nor have the players knelt. But they do 

speak loudly, and in a nearly 75 percent black league, according to 

Richard Lapchick’s Racial and Gender Report Card, the NBA has 

encouraged their voices. The product is too valuable for the owners 

not to present a united front with the players.

The NFL’s position has been to attack the players who make the 

game. It has spent its time undermining players’ credibility as citi-

zens in a disastrous attempt to score points with fans. Jerry Jones 

further insulted the players by saying the protests are hurting the 

NFL. Let’s rephrase it for you, Jerry: Police brutality is hurting the 

NFL. If you want players to stop kneeling, acknowledge that and act.  

The next wave in labor relations is true partnership, something 

no American sports league has ever had. The commissioner works 

for the owners, which means his primary job is to muscle the players, 

but the NBA at least recognizes that the players make the league. 

LeBron James doesn’t call the game he plays “basketball” or “the 

NBA” or “the league.” He infiltrates the language with a sense of pro-

prietorship, referring to the sport as our game and our league. This 

industry, he is saying, belongs to the players too.

And neither the owners nor Adam Silver, at least publicly, fights 

the players on this point. It isn’t out of love, obviously, because the 

NBA locked out its players four times over the past 22 years, but as 

an industry it recognizes a shared responsibility—and remembers 

when no one cared—better than the other three. In a multibillion-

dollar industry, there’s more than enough for everyone.

B Y 
H O WA R D 
B R YA N T






